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"super-empirical" proposition an empirical one which
leads to the same actions. The second principle does noth-
ing but formulate the consequence which this idea implies
for a theory of meaning based on the relation of meaning to
action. We may state it in the form: if two sentences will
lead us under all possible conditions to the same actions,
they have the same meaning. However, this formulation is
possible only within the probability theory of meaning; for
only if we introduce the predicate of weight can the rela-
tion of meaning and action be demonstrated. On the
other hand, it becomes obvious from this formulation that
the antimetaphysical function of the principle is kept. In
our formulation also the principle denies any "super-
empirical meaning" and states: there is as rnuch meaning
in a proposition, as can be utilized for action. With this
formulation, the close relation of the probability theory of
meaning to pragmatism becomes still more obvious; we
think, though, that our theory, by using the concepts of
probability and weight, may furnish a better justification
of the relation between meaning and action than pragma-
tism is able to give. This outcome of the probability theory
of meaning-the connection of meaning and action-
seems to me the best guaranty of its correspondence to
empirical science and to the intention of language in actual
life. " ! (
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IMPRESSIONS AND THE EXTERNAL

WORLD

$ O. The problem of absolute verifiability of observation
propositions

The foregoing chapter was based on the assumption of
the division of propositions into direct and indirect sen-
tences. Direct sentences are sentences concerning immedi-
ately observable physical facts; such sentences-this was
the presupposition-are absolutely verifiable, i.e., accessi-
ble to a determination of their truth-value within the frame
of two-valued logic. Only for indirect sentences was the
predicate of weight needed; such sentences are not con-
trolled directly, but by means of their relation to direct
sentences which confer on them a certain degree of proba-
bility.

This particular position of observation sentences, as di-
rect sentences, is now to be ekamined. We must question
their being accessible to direct verification. They dial with
what is called a physical fact; or$ investigation, therefore,
concerns the question whether we can verify a physical fact.

Before entering into detail, we must indicate that the
word "fact" is used in a fuctuating sense. Sometimes
physical laws are called facts because they are furnished
by experience and not by deduction; but this is not what
we shall here call a fact. Laws concern, on account of their
claim to generality, an infinity of facts; we shall therefore
distinguish them from facts, ascribing to this word a nar-
rower sense. 
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To clarify our intention let us apply this distinction to
some controversial examples. We know that the velocity
of light is the upper limit for all velocities transmitting an
effect; is this a fact or a law? According to our defini-
tion, generality characterizes law rather than fact, so this
must be called a law. For the same reason we must call it
a law that the Michelson interferometer shows the equal-
ity of the velocity of light in different directions because
this result is stated for all apparatus of this kind. We ob-
tain a fact if we proceed to consider the special experiment
made by Michelson in 1883 with his special apparatus.
To render the term more precise we may speak of a single

fact; a single event, occurring at one definite spatiotem-
poral point, represents such a single fact.

We have now to apply our criticism to single facts and to
ask whether single facts can be absolutely ascertained or
whether propositions concerning single facts can be ab-
solutely verified.

Let us consider the Michelson experiment. Every phys-
icist knows that the statement concerning the equality of
the velocity of light in different directions is not directly
observed in the Michelson experiment but that it is in-
ferred. Such a physical experiment is a rather complicated
procedure. Directly observed are images in telescopes or on
photographic plates, or indications of thermometers, gal-
vanometers, etc. If we proceed from these experimental
data to the statement concerning the velocity of light, this
procedure is an inference, and an inference containing in-
ductions. It contains, *for instance, the presupposition
that the temperature noted from time to time on the ther-
mometer is valid also for the interval3 of time between the
moments of observation; that the laws of geometrical op-
tics are valid for light passing through the telescope; that
the lengths of the brass bars of the apparatus do not
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change during the observation (compared with other bars
in rest relative to them), etc. It is obvious, then, that the
statement concerning the velocity of light is not absolute-
ly certain, being dependent on the validity of inductions.
So this statement, although concerning a single case, is not
absolutely verifiable. We see that mere reference to a
single case is not sufficient to insure absolute verifiability
to a statement.

We arrive at a more favorable result if we proceed from
the statement concerning the velocity of light to state-
ments concerning the individual data of the instruments
used. It seems to be absolutely certain that at least the
thermometer registered, say, 15' C. It might be a bad in-
strument, and the temperature of the room might be dif-
ferent from that indicated; but that this individual ther-
mometer reached at this particular moment the line cor-
responding to 15o C.-is not this single fact absolutely
certain ?

This question leads us from the rather abstract facts of
physics to the concrete facts of daily life. A thermometer
is a thing built of glass, and.mercury, and wood; a thing
comparable to tables, chairs, houses, trees, stones-in
short, a thing belonging to the sphere ofour daily environ-
ment. To ascertain the existence of such objects requires
no theoretical conclusionsl so it seems possible to obtain
absolute truth in this case at least.

It is well known that this assumption has been attacked
by almost all philosophers since Descartesl and I should
say for good reasons. The correct way of substantiating
this attack seems to me to be the following one.

A statement concerning a physical fact, even if it con-
cerns a simple fact of daily life, never refers to a single fact
alone but always includes some predictions. If we say,
"There was a table in my room, before my eyes, at 7:15
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p.M.r" this contains the prediction: "If no table passes
the doors fromT:15 to 7 :20, and no fire or earthquake acts
on my apartment, then there will be a table in my room
at 7:20." Or simpler st i l l :  " I f  I  put a book on the
table, it will not drop." It is because such predictions are
included in the statement that it is not absolutely true,
for an absolute reliability of the predictions cannot be war-
ranted.

It might be proposed that we can separate these predic-
tions from the statement, and reduce it to a bare factual
statement; that is, that we exclude consequences con-
cerning the table after five minutes, or concerning books
placed on the table, and restrict the statement to the table
just as it is seen. Such a reduction is possible; if we per-
form it, however, the statement loses its definite character.
Saying, "There is a table," normally means that I main-
tain that what is referred to is a material thing capable of
resisting the pressure of other physical things; this is what
is expressed in the implication concerning the book. If
f renounce implications of such a kind, the object I saw
might be a picture furnished by a concave mirrorl indeed
everybody knows that il lusions occur in which the image
produced by a concave mirror is taken for a material ob-
ject. The difference between the material object and the
illusion cannot be otherwise formulated; it is only the con-
sequences-i.e., future observations-which distinguish
these two categories. This is the essential point. It might
be objected that the future observations could be replaced
by past observations-that I might have put the book on
the table a mornent befcire, or touched the table with my
hand a moment before. But if I infer from this that the
table as I see it now, without a book on it and without my
touching it, is a material table and not the image produced
by a mirror, then I perform an induction running, "If I
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were to touch it now, I would feel the resistancer" or "If
I were to put the book on the table now, it would not fall"
-sentences which concern future observations and not
past ones. It is true that past observations of the kind
mentioned may suffice to substantiate my statement, but
only because I base inductions on them; the statement con-
cerning the table as a material object cannot be separated
from predictions without losing its definite characterl i.e.,
it would no longer indicate a definite physical object.

This, it seems to me, is the reasoning which proves in-
dubitably that there is no statement concerning physical
objects which is absolutely verifiable. Statements about
simple physical objects are very sure but not absolutely
sure. They are not sure because they are controllable; if
we admit the possibility that later observation can control
our statement about a present observation, we cannot ex-
clude the case of a negative result of this control-that is,
our statement cannot be maintained as certain. If in spite
of that we take such statements as certain, we perform an
idealization; we identify a high degree of probability with
certainty. But, strictly speaking, this is not a case of
truth but one ofweight; even the observation sentences of
daily life are not to be considered as direct sentences but as
indirect sentences judged by the predicate of weight in-
stead of the predicate of truth. The probability theory of
meaning, therefore, is to be applied even to observation
sentences of physics, or of daily life, if such sentences are
to have meaning.

The atternpt has been made to show that, although a
physical statement never can be absolutely verified, it may
at least be demonstrated in certain cases that the statement
is false. If a book placed on a table does not stay lying
there but falls down vertically, we might deem it sure that
what is there observed is no material table. The principle
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of absolute verification, so we might suppose, might be
replaced by a principle of absolute falsification.' Such an
idea, however, is not tenable. Any falsification also pre-
supposes certain inductions based on obseryations of other
things and may be assumed with probability only. In our
example it may be the book which is the nonmaterial
thing, or which has become so the moment after withdraw-
ing my hand from it; the statement about the material
table then would remain true. Our statements about phys-
ical things are interwoven in such a way that the rejection
of one of the statements may always be replaced by the re-
jection of another. Our choice as to the rejection is entirely
made by reflections determined by the rules of probability.
There is, therefore, no absolute falsification, just as there is
no absolute verification. There remains nothing but the
probability theory of meaning if we wish to justify observa-
tion propositions in the sense in which they are actually
used in science or in daily life.

$ tO. Impressions and the problem of existence

The result of the foregoing section cannot be taken as
a proof that there are no verifiable sentences at all. The
uncertainty as pointed out concerns only observation sen-
tences referring to physical objects. Philosophers who
share our interpretation of sentences of such a kind have
maintained the idea that there are observation sentences
of another kind which can be absolutely verified. These
are sentences concerning impressions. We must now con-
sider this concept and ask for its epistemological signifi-
cance. i

The way in which so-called impressions are introduced
is given by a continuation of the reasoning with which we
questioned the truth of an observation sentence.

tThis attempt has been made by K. Popper, Logik der Forschung (Berlin,
1935); cf. also my criticism ofthis book in Erkenntnis,V (1935),267.
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It is true that a sentence stating the existence of a mate-

rial table implies predictions and that a reduction of it to

a bare report would destroy its physical reference. But

what, then, would be the result of such a reduction ? We

arrive, it is said, at a factof another type: we come to say

that at least I see a table. This is true whether it is a mate-

rial table or the optical image of such a table produced by

a concave mirrorl so this at last is an indubitable fact.

Facts of such a kind are called "impressions."' Thus there

are, it is maintained, absolutely verifiable statements;

what they concern, however, is not physical facts but im-

pressions.
We shall accept, for the present, this conception. We

shall admit that there are immediately given facts of such

a kind, which the word "impression" or "sensation" is to

denote-facts which we describe in sentences capable of

absolute verification. A criticism of this assumption may

be postponed to the following chapter. In the same way

as the first chapter was based on the presupposition of the

absolute verifiability of observation propositions, so the

present chapter will be based on the presupposition of the

absolute verifiability of impression propositions. It is only

the consequences of this presupposition, not its valid-

ity, in itself, which we \Mant to study for the present. We

shall study these consequences by making use of the results

of the foregoing chapter, which showed the relevance of

the concept of probability; in a similar way, we shall show

that the probability character of the inferences which oc-

cur affects the consequences resulting from the introduc-

tion of impressions as a basis of knowledge.
Impressions are-this is the usual conception-phenom-

ena occurring within my mind but produced by physical

,,".*.J:tOr 
"presentationr" "sensationr" and "sense data" are used in the
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things outside my mind. Thus the concept of impression
leads to the distinction between my own mind and the ex-
ternal world. Impressions are events of my personal sphere,
of my private world; it is a grave mistake, so the adherents
of this conception argue, to thirrk that what I observe are
things of an independent existence-I observe only the im-
pressions produced by such things, i.e., effects of external
things on my private world.

We said that we shall admit impression sentences as be-
ing absolutely certain; we see, however, that this absolute
certainty is restricted to events of a pdvate world only.
With the transition from my own subjective experience
to the objective external world, uncertainty enters into
my statements. But not only uncertainty as to special
statements; there is superimposed a general uncertainty as
to the world of external things at all. How do we know
that there is such an external world outside our private
worldl It is the problem of the existence of external things
which arises here.

As long as we regarded observation sentences as the basis
of knowledge, the problem of existence did not occur.
There is no difference as to existential character between
observational facts and other facts indirectly inferred; it
is only the introduction of the basis of one's own psychical
experience which creates the existence problem. This prob-
lem, therefore, is due to a certain advance in philosophical
inquiry; it originates from the attempt to reduce knowl-
edge to an absolutely certain basis.

Indeed, for the naive conception of the world, there is no
problem of existencd. The sphere of daily life is not dis-
turbed by the question whethet' the things we observe
around us are real, are existentl any doubt of such reality
would be considered ridiculous, as an outcome of an un-
healthy departure from the clear views of daily experience.
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The man of common sense is convinced that he is right in
asserting that the tables, the houses, the trees, and the
people around him exist as he does. Not only is this be-
lieved for objects of personal experience but the communi-
cations of other people and of scientific men are also ac-
cepted as certain. That there are other continents besides
the one on which we live; that other planets and stars ex-
ist incomparably bigger than our small island within the
universel that unseen physical entities such as electricity,
atoms, X-rays exist-all this is considered as a matter of
fact which it would be simply unreasonable to doubt. This
world of concretely existent things is further enriched by
other things which are called "abstractr" but which are
nonetheless conceived as existent also. There is the state,
as a political body, never directly seen as a whole, but
whose reality is imposed upon everyone by daily experi-
encel there is the spirit of the nation whose existence we
find emphasized every day in the leading articles of the
newspapers; there is the soul, our own and that of other
persons, the doubt of which might lead to disagreeable
collisions with the churchi there is the financial crisis, the
reality of which needs np confirmation by the holy au-
thorities. In short, there is a solid and compact world
around us, fil led up by less solid but not less real things;
this world is given to us from the early days of childhood,
and there is no question as to its existence.

't 'he beginning of doubt concerning this matter-of-fact
world marks, indeed, a departure from the sound pursuit
of daily affairs. It is that departure which leads from mere
strbmission to traditional conceptions toward an intellec-
trrirl penetration into the formation of concepts and marks
thc very beginning of philosophical thinking. It is the issue
of the attempt to understand what we think, to clarify
thc bearing and the legitimacy of human conceptions. It
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is, therefore, an enterprise not less healthy than looking
after everyday necessities; it is the sound desire to add to
the struggle for existence an understanding of the struggle
and of existence itself; and, if common sense attacks phi-
losophy on account of its questioning fundamental con-
cepts of life, this is only because the man of common sense
does not realize that the desire for understanding may be-
come as urgent as the desire for economic existence.

We preface this general remark to the following inquiry
to meet the opinion of certain philosophers that an investi-
gation of the question of the existence of external thirrgs
is unreasonable and ridiculous. Such a position would be
in itself an answer and would demand substantiation. I:
is true that the question of existence, as it is usually ex-
pressed, needs a correction; and it is precisely the task of
the philosopher to clarify the question first before an an-
swer can be given. But it is not legitimate to cut short
the question by sophistical remarks. It has been argued
by certain philosophers that a man who doubts the exist-
ence ofexternal things ought to have his forehead knocked
against a wall to convince him of the reality of the wall.
.I do not think this is philosophical reasoning. What the
man saw might have better convinced him of external
things than what he felt because what he saw was outside
his body, whereas the pain he felt was inside; and it is just
the question of whether there is something outside of him-
self which the man wanted to solve.

With this remark we are in the center of the problem of
existence. Experiencer.even experience of daily life, com-
pels us to distinguish o"i:tween dreaming and being awakel
there is a world of dreams as vivid as the waking-world-
but nevertheless we know that we have to interpret this
world as an internal world only, to which no external
things correspond. Are we sure that the so-called "waking-
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world" is better? That this world is of a greater regularity
is no convincing argument; nor is it an argument that in
this world we even happen to refect about its reality. That

may happen in the dream world also; there are indeed

dreams in which we try to discover whether we are in a

dream and decide that we are not-only to discover on

waking that this decision was itself part of a dream. The

question concerning the reality of our waking-world, there-

fore, cannot be rejected as unreasonable; it is as reasonable

as the distinction between the waking-world and the world

of dreams.

$ tt. tne existence of abstracta

There is a second problem of existence distinct from that

of impressions. This is the problem of abstracta. What of

the existence ofsuch things as the political state, the spirit

of the nation, the soul, the character of a personl Do

things of such a kind exist? If they exist, are they things

alongside of such concrete things as houses or trees? Or

are they things of another sphere of existence? But what,

then, is this other sphere? Since the time of Greek philos-

ophy this question has been constantly discussed; it

formed the subject of the famous controversy between

rrominalism and realism; it split philosophers into parties

as thoroughly as did the question of the reality of the ex-

ternal world.
In spite of all differences there is one commqn feature in

the structure of the two problems of existence. One ques-
tions the existence of abstracta as distinct from concreta'
the other questions the existence of concreta in relation to

impressions. It is this relational character which is com-
mon to both problems. We shall therefore have to study

the relations occurring here. As these relations are of a
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simpler type in the problem of the existence of abstracta,
we shall begin with this problem.

As to the problem of the existence of abstracta, it seems
to me that the position of the realists was never a very good
one. They insisted on the existence of abstract things, but
they were always obliged to defend themselves by placing
these things into a special sphere; the sphere ofthe "ideas"
of Plato is the famous prototype of this kind of existence.
There is, nevertheless, a strong natural feeling against
such a procedure; the human mind needs a certain degree
of perversion by sophistic training to be able to find some
sense in such terms. The position of the nominalists, who
maintained that only concrete things exist, looks much
sounder, though I do not want to say that the ancient
nominalists had already found the right form of solution.

The nominalistic idea is that abstracta are reducible to
concreta, i.e., in terms of modern logic: that all proposi-
tions concerning abstracta can be translated into proposi-
tions concerning concreta only. To give an example: in-
stead of saying, "The race of Negroes has its home in
Africa," we can say, "All Negroes descend from forefathers
who lived in Africa." In this way, the abstracta "race of
Negroes" and "home" are eliminated and replaced by con-
creta, such as "descend" and "forefather"; the new terms
which enter by this operation are logical concepts, such as
"all." By the same method, such complex terms as the
"political state" can be reduced to concreta. The logical
method, in the general case, may be somewhat more com-
plicated. It may turn out that to replace a statement
containing an abstracturrli more than one phrase contain-
ing concreta is needed. Thus the- phrase, "The state is
waging warr" is to be translated into many propositions
concerning soldiers, shooting, being wounded, and dying,
men working in armament factories, others writing in
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offices, etc. We speak in general of a reduction by co-
ordination of propositions; to one abstract proposition we
co-ordinate a group of concrete propositions in such a way
that the meaning of the group is the same as the meaning
of the abstract proposition.

The equivalence of meaning on both sides of the co-
ordination is an outcome of the theory of meaning as de-
veloped in chapter i. There is an equivalence of truth-
value on both sides; if the abstract proposition is true, the
group of concrete propositions is true, and if the abstract
proposition is not true, not all concrete propositions taken
in conjunction are true. It may be objected that in some
cases the abstract propositions may be true even if not all
concrete propositions are true; this may be because the
same abstract fact may be realized by different concrete
facts. The abstract fact, for instance, that there is good
weather may be realized by a clear sky and a calm atmos-
phere, or by a partially cloud-covered sky and some fresh
wind, etc. This case finds its logical expression by the in-
troduction of disjunctions which allow us to maintain the
equivalence in an expanded form. Let a be the abstract
proposition and c,, cn . . . , the concrete propositions;
then the equivalence is to be formulatedt

a : fcr .cr . . . .  c- lv lc-+r, . . .  c, lv .  v[r ,+r. . , .  r " ]  (1)

In this way the exact logical construction of the abstracta
is established. It follows from both the truth theory of
meaning and the probability theory of meaning that both
sides have the same meaning.

We see that the position of nominalism is connected
with the verifiability theory of meaning; this, of course, is
not a discovery of our time but the basic reason why both

I I use the signs of Russell: a period (.) for "and," v for the inclusive
"or," and = for logical equivalence.
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theories have been developed in reciprocal relation. We
have already mentioned that the nominalist Ockham was
the father of our second principle of meaning. The nomi-
nalists were right in maintaining that the existence of ab-
stracta is reducible to the existence of concreta.

lVhat the ancient nominalists did not see was that it
cannot be inferred from their theory of meaning that the
abstracta do not exist. Whether or not we apply the
category of existence to an abstractum is a matter of con-
vention. !\te may say: "The race of Negroes exists." We
know, then, that this means the same as, "Many Negroes
exist, and they have certain biological qualities in common
which distinguish them from other people." We may also
say: "The race of Negroes does not exist." Then we have
to add: "Many Negroes exist, and any proposition con-
taining the term 'the race of Negroes' can be translated
into propositions concerning those Negroes." We see, then,
that the question whether or not abstracta exist, whether
or not there is the term only or also a corresponding en-
tity, is a pseudo-problem. The question is not a matter of
truth-character but involves a decision-a decision con-
cerning the use of the word "exist" in combination with
terms of a higher logical order.

If we ask now which decisions are used in practice as
far as the existence of abstracta is concerned, we meet the
remarkable fact that there is no common rule, that the
use of language decides sometimes for and sometimes
against the existence of abstracta. To give some examples:
the furniture belonging to. a family is usually taken as ex-
istent; so is the company invited to a home, or a regiment
of soldiers, or a court of justice. The decision is doubtful
concerning such terms as "the stater" or "human societyr"
or "the third estate." In other cases there is a clear re-
fusal to acknowledge existence: the height of a mountain
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does not exist, nor does the mortality of children, nor does
left-handedness. The question of the motives of these de-
cisions must be analyzed psychologically. It seems that
those abstracta are conceived as existent with which we
have concern in practical life, and u'hich are usually ex-
pressed by nouns. We sometimes have to do with left-
handed people, but we seldom employ the term "left-
handedness";  so this remains a term without an existent
object. Reference to "the furniturer" however, appears
frequently, and furniture is therefore conceived ,. 

"nexistent thing. The decision may even depend on the pro-
fession of the speaker. For a merchant, supply and de-
mand may be existent ent i t ies, whereas an electr ic ian
would conceive an electrical charge as existent. It is a
remarkable psychological fact that this "feeling of ex_
istence" which accompanies certain terms is fuituating
and depends on the infuence of the milieu. The pursuil
o-f this question is of great psychological interest; for logic
there is no problem at all.

'fhe possibility of ascribing existence to absrracta, how-
cver, does not justify the position of realism. The abstrac-
tum_ is not a thing of another ' , 'sphere" but a thing exist ing
in the ordinary world. The furniture exists itt lhe ."-!
world as the tables and chairs which form its elements:
like these, the furniture is a thing which has weight and
c:rn be paid for in money. The realist introduces this other
sphere because he believes in a surplus meaning of the
rul)stract term. This is, I think, due to a misunderstanding
of a logical fact which seems to have bothered rncierri
Iogicians, but which can be interpreted by nominalism
without any difficulty. It is the fact that the abstract
thing and the things which form its concrete elements can_
lrot be "addedr" cannot be put alongside of one another.
We are not allowed to count) say, a table and three chairs
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and a cupboard as six things, adding the furniture com-
posed by these five things to them as a sixth thing. This

is, however, a matter of the rules of language only; these
rules contain prescriptions about the use of the terms "ad-

ditionr" "countingr" "numberr" etc.-prescriptions which

take account ofthe difference between the abstractum and

its elements. To infer from this distinction the necessity

of putting the abstracta into another "sphere" means mis-

taking a problem of language for a problem of being; a mis-

understanding of the type which is responsible for the ori-
gin of the construction of so-called "ontology." The do-
main of the theory of abstracta has become a kind of maze

composed of pseudo-problems.
Another pseudo-problem of this group is given by the

problem of the spatial localization of certain abstracta.

Does the state as a political body occupy a place in space ?
It may be answered that only the country belonging to the
state, and not the state as a political institution, has a

spatial extent. But this is a matter of convention only; it

depends on the way in which we define spatial qualities.
All qualities of the abstractum "state" are to be defined as

relations between its concrete elements, so we may also de-
fine the spatial extent ofthe state as the space occupied by
its inhabitants. The question whether a physical force is
in space, or a melody, or the elasticity of a spring, is of the
same type and is to be settled by a definition.

With these remarks the problem of the existence of ab-

stracta finds its solution. This problem is a matter of de-
cision and not a question oftruth-character. Independent-
ly of the decision it mai) be stated that the existence of the
abstracta is reducible to the existence of other things. This

logical process may be called "reduction." The abstrac-
tum may be called a "complex"l the concreta on the right
hand of formula (1) may be called the "internal elements"
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of the complex. The inverse process may be called "com-
position." The elernents compose the complex, the com-
plex is reduced to its elements. Both relations may be
united into the term "reducibility relation"l it is defined
by the equivalence ( l ) .

Let us add a remark which concerns a relation with
which we must deal in this context: this is the relation of
the whole to its parts. This relation is to be considered
as a special case of the relation of reducibility as defined.
The parts are internal elements of the whole, as a complex.
There is, however, no strict definition as to the use of this
term. We use it when the complex has a spatial extent)
and the elements have also spatial extents which form
parts, in the geometrical sense, of the geometrical extent
of the complex, as in the case of a wall and its bricks, or an
estate and its grounds and fields. In this case the concept
of the whole and its parts is reduced to the cohcept of geo-
metrical whole and its parts. This conception is not
always maintained, and sometimes the use of terms fuctu-
ates; shall we consider the trees as parts of the woodl The
definition of the relation of the whole and its parts is not
given strictly enough to settle this question unambiguous-
ly. An example of a nonspatial case of this relation is given
by a fortune and its parts, which may consist in cash,
shares, and estates. f  tseems thatwe speak of a whole and
its parts in a situation in which we ascribe to the elements
certain numerical or geometrical quantities, the arith-
metical sum of which is ascribed to the complex. This is,
however, not a sufficient condition for the term. If the
complex has, in addition, many other qualities which do
not fulfil this relation, we do not consider it as a whole com-
posed of i ts elements. The pol i t ical  state is usual ly not
considered as a whole built up by its inhabitants as parts,
though the quant i ty " total  populat ion" is the sum of the
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inhabitants; this is because the sum relation is not valid

for many other qualities ascribed to the state.
Another example of the relation of reducibility is the

case of the Gestalt. A melody is a Gestalt built up of tonesl
a drawing offers a Gestalt built up by pencil marks on the
paper. This concept plays a great role in modern psychol-

ogy, and for good reasons; but its logical nature as a spe-

cial case of the relation of a complex to its internal ele-

ments has not always been pointed out by psychologists.

They are right in saying that the Gestalt is not the "sum"

of its elements, i.e., does not stand to these in the relation

of the whole to its parts; but this does not imply that state-

ments about the Gcstalt have a surplus meaning over and

above statements about its elements. On the contrary, the

equivalence (1) holds here as well as in all other cases of

the relation of reducibility. If this is disputed, the denial
originates from an insufficient formulation of the state-
ments about the elements, the relations between which

must not be forgotten. The special conditions which a

complex must fulfil to be called a Gestalt are' as yet, not so

sharply demarcated that unambiguity is insured for all

cases. This does not exclude, however, a useful application

of the concept of Gestalt in many other cases.
The logical investigations which follow are independent

of the special cases of the whole and its parts, or of the

Gestalt. They concern the general case of the complex and

its internal elements, expressed in the reducibility relation

as formulated in (1).

$ fZ. tne positivistic @nshuction of the world

We turn to the second problem of existence-the ques-

tion of the existence of concreta. We begin our investiga-

tion with the consideration of the positivistic solution of

the problem

$ 12. THE POSITIVISTTC WORLD l0l

The positivistic conception of the existence problem may
be summarized in one statement: The existence of con-
creta is to be reduced to the existence of impressions
in the same way as the existence of abstracta is reduced to
the existence of concreta.

This idea is an outcome of the positivistic conception of
impressions as basic facts of knowledge ($ 10) in combina-
tion with the truth theory of meaning ($ 7). All observa-
tions are to be reduced, it is said, to impressions because
it is only impressions that I can directly observe. Proposi-
tions concerning concrete physical things are, therefore,
indirect sentences reducible to impression sentences as cor-
responding direct sentences; only the latter sentences can
be directly verified. According to the principle of retro-
gression, this correspondence is an equivalence of meaning;
therefore this correspondence is a reduction, in the sense
defined in $ 11.

Let us illustrate this by a simple example. The proposi-
tion, "There is a tabler" is inferred from certain impres-
sions we have in looking at the table from different sides,
by touching it, and the like. 'Now according to the princi-
ple ofretrogression this inference is taken as an equivalence
of meaning-. Therefore the sentence, "The tabL exists,"
means the same as the sentence, "I have impressions
of such and such kinds." It is the same relation as is valid
for the reduction of abstracta; the table, therefore, is to
be conceived as a complex, the elements of which are im-
pressions.

This conception permits the positivists to interpret the
cxistence of concreta in the same way as the existence of
lbstracta is interpreted. There is, they argue, no genuine
grroblem of the existence of the external things; it .is a
pseudo-problem. We can say that external things exist;
then this means the same as, "Impressions of such and
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such kinds exist." We can say also that external things
do not exist. Then we must admit that the term "external
things" may nevertheless be used and expresses the same
as propositions concerning impressions. To decide upon
the first or the second mode of speech is a matter of con-
vention only. To demand more, to ask whether the external
things exist "beyond" the impressions, would be meaning-
Iess. This is the famous positivistic interpretation of the
existence of the external world.

It is one of the advantages of this conception that there
remains no doubt as to the "reality" of the external world.

The existence of the world is as sure as the existence of

my impressions; this is because the first contention means
no more than the second. Any doubt of the reality of the

external world is an outcome of a meaningless question
which supposes an existence of the things "beyond" my

impressions. It would be the same meaningless question as

to ask whether the race of Negroes has an existence of its

own beyond the existence of the individual Negroes. To

deny the existence of an external world, consequently, is
not rejected as false but as meaningless; the positivistic

solution, therefore, pretends to establish the world of ex-
ternal things in absolute certainty.

In spite of that conclusion, the positivistic conception
need not deny a difference between dreaming and being
awake. If we state a difference between the two, this must
be inferred from a difference in impressions; this difference
involves perhaps the great regularity of the impressions of
the waking-state in co;nparison with the irregularity of the
impressions of the dream. The whole of my impressions,
therefore, may be divided into two classes such that al-
ternately groups of impressions belonging to one class or
the other follow one anotherr let us call these classes the
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"regular class" and the "irregular class.', Applying the
principle of retrogression, we find that the sentlnc-e, ..I
was dreamingr" means, "My impressions belonged to the
irregular class"l whereas the sentence, .,I ani awaker,,

T:lns, "My impressions belong to the regular class.', The
difference between dreaming and being awake is therefore
saved by this theory; if anybody demands more, if he
wants to maintain that the things he sees while being
awake are "real" things whereas the things of the dreali
are "unreal" things, he says nothing because such a sur_
plus contention would be meaningless. All that he wants
to maintain by such words is sufficiently expressed by the
already established difference between dreaming and being
awake-because nothing else can be maintained

These are the fundamental ideas of positivism as they
are generally developed by their adherents. There is
something very suggestive in these conceptions, something
comparable to the convincing clarity of a religiou, .onrr.._
sion; and the ardor with which this interpreiation of the
existence problem has been emphasized by the preachers
of positivism reminds one indeed of the fanatiiism of a
religious sect. I do not say this with the intention of dis_
crediting positivism; on the cbntrary, it is just this strength
of conviction which attracts our sympathies because of"its
manifest intensity and candor and its extreme desire to
submit to the exigencies of intellqctual cleanliness. But
it is the danger of fanatic doctrines that they forget the
necessary criticism of their basic conceptions; wJ must
take care that admiration of the lucidity of the theory does
not restrain us from a sober examination of its Lgical
bases. s,  \

Our foregoing investigations of meaning lead us to an
attack against one of the pillars of the positivistic doc_
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trine. It is the pr'inciple of retrogression which \ile must
question here. We found in $ Z that the relation between
direct and indirect sentences is only a probability connec-
tion, not an equivalence. Thus the main idea of the posi-
tivistic reduction is not tenable. In the relation between
abstracta and concreta, the co-ordination of propositions
is an equivalence; only on account of this fact is the exist-
ence of abstracta reducible to the existence of concreta. If
it turns out now that for the relation between concreta and
impressions the co-ordination is of another character, the
analogy does not hold; we are not then justified in saying
that the existence of concreta is reducible to the existence
of impressions. This means that the sentence, "The table
existsr" does not have the same meaning as the sentence,
"I have impressions of this and this kind." The instinctive
aversion we feel against submitting to the religious con-
version turns out to have a sound logical basis. The posi-
tivistic interpretation of existence is not valid; there is a
surplus meaning in the statement about the existence of
external things. The positivist turns out to be a victim of
the schematization which replaces a high probability by
truth and takes the connections between propositions as
relations ruled by the predicates of truth and falsehood.
This schematization is allowable only for certain purposes;
if it is made the basis for judging a question of principle,
such as the question of the interpretation of existence, it
leads to a profound discrepancy between epistemological
construction and actual knowledge.

It will now be our task to develop another solution of
the problem of existef,ce-a solution in 

"..ordance 
with

the probability character of the relations between proposi-
tions. To exhibit this solution we must first enter into a
more detailed analysis of the nature of probability connec-
tions.
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$ tl. neAuction and projection

We found that the transition from external things to
impressions cannot be interpreted as a reduction; it is of
another type of logical structure. To understand the na-
ture of thisstructure,let us begin with the consideration of
two,examples.

The relation of reduction may be illustrated by the rela-
tion between a wall and the bricks of which it is built.
Every proposition concerning the wall may be replaced
by a proposition about the bricks. To say that the wall
has a height of three meters reads in translation that there
are bricks stuck together by mortar and piled upon one
another to the height of three meters. The wall is a com-
plex of the bricks; the bricks are the internal elements of
the wall. The wall is not the "sum" of the bricks; this
means that, if the bricks are separated from one another
and scattered over the ground, the wall no longer exists,
whereas the individual bricks may be unchanged. The
*rdll ir dependent upon a certain configuratioi of the
bricks. This is included into our concept of "complex"l
since all propositions concerning the complex are equiva-
lent to propositions about, the elements, the qualities of
the complex will change if the relations between the ele-
ments change. The existence of the complex is dependent
on certain relations between the elements, such that the
complex may cease to exist whereas the elements stil l exist.

T'he inverse relation does not hold. If the elements
cease to exist, the complex can no longer exist either. If
the bricks are destroyed, the wall is also destroyed. This
is what we mean by reducibility of existence: the existence
of the complex is dependent on the existence of the ele-
ments in such a way that the nonexistence of the elements
implies the nonexistenceof the complex. This may be trans-
formed into the statement that the existenceof the complex
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implies the existence of the elements. The latter state-
ment is'only another formulation of the former. It is,
however, to be distinguished from the converse relation ac-
cording to which the nonexistence of the complex would
imply the nonexistence of the elements, or the existence of
the elements would imply the existence of the complex;
ns we saw, this inverse relation does not hold. There is,
consequendy, an asymmetry between the complex and its
internal elementsl it is just this asymmetry by which these
two terms are distinguished, and which is meant by saying,
"The existence of the complex is reduced to the existence
of its internal elements." We do not make the inverse
statement; the elements have, so to speak, a more solid ex-
istence.

It might be objected that a clever architect might be
able to exchange the bricks, one after the other, for other
bricks, in such a careful way that the existence of the wall
remains undisturbed; the original bricks might even be
ground to powder so that these elements no longer exist
whereas the complex persists. This objection, however, is
to be overcome by a more correct use of words. The wall
made up of the exchanged bricks is a complex of other ele-
rnents; if we speak nevertheless of the same wall, this com-
plex "wall" is to be defined in such a way that it is con-
stituted by one system, or another, of elements. That
is, the complex is to be constituted by a disjunction of ele-
ments; or the propositions concerning the complex are
equivalent to a disjunction of propositions about elements,
as we stated formerly in the general formula (1) in $ 11.
Most of the complexeSof usual language are of this com-
plicated type. A melody may be played in different keys;
the melody is defined by means of a disjunction of proposi-
tions. Our existence theorem, then, is to be formulated
as follows: the existence of the complex implies the exist-
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ence of one of the systems of elements but not the exist-
ence of a determinate one of the systems; and the nonexist-
ence of all the systems of elements implies the nonexistence
of the complex. We shall call such a complex a diijunctiue
complex.

We may give a more determinate form to the relation
of the elements to the complex. We saw that the existence
of the elements is not a sufficient condition for the existence
of the complex. But it becomes a sufficient condition if
some additional relations between the elements are ful-
fil led. If the bricks are arranged in such and such a way,
the wall exists. Let us call these additional relations the
constitutioe relations between the elements. Then we may
say for the simple as well as for the disjunctive complex:
The complex exists if one of the corresponding systems of
elements exists and fulfils the constitutive relations. This
formulation expresses what we call the dependence of the
complex on its elements. The elements may "produce"
the complex; whether or not they produce it depends only
on their internal relations. We must add, of course, that
for this purpose the elements must be completely given;
only in this case do we need no introduction of further
elements to produce the cdmplex. That is, only in this
case can the constitutive relations be formulated with refer-
ence to these elements alone. Let us call such a set of ele-
ments a con Plete set oJ elemens. The tones which the musi-
cian plays on the piano form such a complete set, that is,
a set sufficient for the existence of the melody; it is not
necessary to play other keys also. The constitutive condi-
tions are formed here by the relations which constitute the
temporal order of the tones, the length of the time intervals
between them, and the like.

After this analysis of the concept of reduction we turn
now to the consideration of another loeical structure which
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is also characterized by a co-ordination of propositions,
but which shows different qualities.

We imagine a number of birds fying within a certain
domain of space. The sun rays falling down from above
project a shadow-figure of every bird on the soil, which
characterizes the horizontal position of the bird. To char-
acterize the vertical position also, let us imagine a second
system of light rays running horizontally and projecting
the birds on a vertical plane which may be represented by
a screen of the kind employbd in the cinemas. We have,
then, a pair of shadows corresponding to every bird; which
of the shadows belongs to the same bird may be indicated
by the outlines of the shadows. This correspondence al-
lows us to determine the spatial position of every bird from
the position of the corresponding pair of shadows and to
determine the spatiotemporal movement of the birds
from the spatiotemporal changes in the pairs of shadows.
We can express this in the form of a co-ordination of propo-
sitions: every proposition concerning the movement of the
birds is co-ordinated with a proposition about the changes
of the pairs of shadows.

By this method the spatiotemporal position of the birds
is projected into a system of marks which can be taken as
a representative of the original birds. Analogous methods
would allow us to construct marks for other qualities of the
birds; for this we would have to employ other effects com-
ing from the birds. The singing of the birds might be re-
corded, and the curved lines on the record would be the
marks of the singing. pverything which can be observed
from outside must be iommunicated to us by a physical
process and can, therefore, be transformed into a physical
thingoutside the birds; this physical thingisourmark for
the quality in question. We obtain in this way a system of
marks which contains representatives for any quality of
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the birds observable from below, and which enables us to
construe a co-ordination of propositions: every proposi-
tion concerning the birds is co-ordinated with a proposi-
tion, or a set of propositions, concerning the marks.

We contrive, in this way, to obtain a co-ordination anal-
ogous to the case of reduction illustrated in the example of
the wall and the bricks. There are, however, some specific
differences between the two cases; let us enumerate those
qualities in which the second case differs from the first. /

First, there is no equivalence of the co-ordinated propo-
sitions. This is because there is only a probability connec-
tion between the birds and the marks; if we see the marks
only, we may infer with a certain probability that they
are produced by birds, and if we see the birds only, we
may infer with a certain probability that they will produce
the marks. This lack of certainty is due to the fact that
natural processes can never be foreseen with certainty.
Whether or not the shadow-figures will be produced de-
pends on numerous physical factors other than the pres-
ence of the birds alone, e.g., on the conditions on the screen.
Conversely, whether or not. there are birds as causes of
observed shadow-figures cannot be inferred with certainty
because there might be othei physical processes having the
same effect on the screen. Consequently there is no strict
relation between the truth-values of the co-ordinated prop-
ositions. The proposition about the birds may be true,
and that about the marks may be false; conversely, the
proposition about the birds may be false, and that about
the marks may be true.

Second, there is no reduction of existence. The birds
have an existence'independent of the existenbe of the
marks. Using a mode of speech similar to our description of
the existence qualities valid for reduction, we may say:
neither does the existence of the birds imply the existence
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of the marks, nor does the existence of the marks imply the
existence of the birds. The same is valid for nonexistence.
This may be taken as a definition of what we mean by say-
ing that the existence of the birds is not reducible to the
existence of the marks. The shadow-figures may vanish
while the birds still exist because other conditions may in-
terfere; and the birds may be destroyed without the shad-
ow-figures disappearing-because these may be produced
by other physical causes.

In the example concerning the wall and the bricks we
called the transition in question a reduction; in opposition
to this we shall call the transition from the birds to the
marks a projection To express the parallelism we shall
speak in both cases of a complex and its elementsl to show
the difference, however, we distinguish between a reducible
complex and a projective complex, and call the elements
of the former intenral elements, the elements of the latter
extwnal elements. The birds are thus to be called a projec-
tive complex constructed by means of the marks as ex-
ternal elements. The most conspicuous feature of the pro-
jection is that it does not furnish a reduction of existence;
this is because the relations between the projective com-
plex and its elements are probability connections only.
The probability character of these relations may be used
to formulate the definition of the projection: A projection
is a co-ordination of propositions, by means of a probabil-
ity connection, in such a way that one term, or one set of
terms, called the "complexr" occurs only on one side of the
co-ordination, and another term, or set of terms, called the
"external elementsr" 6tc.rrs only on the other side of the
co-ordination. As the relation of probability connection is
symmetrical (cf. $ 7), there is no absolute difference be-
tween the elements and the complex of a projection; the
terms may be interchanged. Thus the shadow-figures may
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-be called a projective complex of the birds as external ele-
ments. Which side is denoted as the side of the elements
depends on psychological conditions; usually we choose
that side which is more easily accessible to observation.

To see the difference between both kinds of transition,
let us consider a transition in which the birds are a reduci-
ble complex: this is the case when we consider as elements
the cells of which the birds are constructed, or the atoms.
These would be internal elements. An attempt might be
made to conceive the projective complex as a disjunctive
complex, by considering a disjunction of sets of elements
which contains the internal elements as one set. But it
is easily seen that the relations stated above for disjunc-
tive complexes are not fulfilled. The existence of the com-
plex implies, then, the existence of a determinate set of
elements, i.e., of the set of internal elementsl and it is not
possible to add, to a set of external elements, constitutive
conditions in such a utay that the existence of the complex
is implied. The projection is of a type logically different
from a reduction.

Let us now apply the concepts which we have developed
to the problem of the relation between impressions and
external things. We pointed out that there is no equiva-
lence between propositions concerning external things
and propositions concerning impressions; there is only a
probability connection. This relation is thus a projection
and not a reduction; the existence of the external things
is not reducible to the existence of impressions; the ex-
ternal things have an independent existence. It is the same
kind of independence as between the birds and their shad-
ows. Thus the naive conception of independence of ex-
istence, as illustrated by this example, may be applied to
the problem of external things and impressions as well;
the idea that external things will persist after our death,
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when our impressions have vanished, may be conceived
as valid in the same sense as the idea that the birds mav
persist when, on account of a cessation of the radiation,
their shadows disappear. lf we should consider, however,
statements concerning external things as equivalent to
statements about impressions, this would be interpreting
the relation between external things and'impressions as a
reduction; so the existence of external things would be
reduced to the existence of impressions. The external
things, according to this theory, would vanish with the
ceasing of our impressions-an idea which nobody serious-
ly wants to maintain.

This interpretation of the exisrence problem will be at-
tacked by positivism. We shall be answered that positiv-
ism does not maintain for external things and impressions a
relation comparable to the relation between the wall and
the bricks. Positivists agree with us in desiring to conceive
the relation between external things and impressions as
analogous to the relation between the birds and their
shadows, i.e., as a projection. What they do not admit is
that this relation of projection requires a probability con-
nection. It is justifiable, they say, to talk of a projection
also in a case when there are equivalence relations. What
is to be altered for this purpose is only the form of the co-
ordination of propositions. In the example of the wall the
co-ordination is performed in such a way that the non-
existence of the bricks implies the nonexistence of the
wall. There may be, however, another form of a co-ordina-
tion for which, in spite of the equivalence, the nonexistence
of the elements does not imply the nonexistence of the com-
plex. This can be attained if the existence of the complex
at a certain time t, is defined by certain conditions valid
for the elements at another time t". To give an example:
We said that the melody is a reducible complex of the
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tones by which it is formed; we would substantiate this by
saying that the melody vanishes when the tones disappear.
We can, however, define the existence of the melody in
such a way that the melody persists during the time inter-
vals between the tones. We define: "The melody exists
throughout the time-stretch running from the first tone
to the last tone" means "There are tones at different in-
dividual times." Although the elements, the tones, do not
exist in the time intervals between two tones, the melody
does, and thus the existence relations for a projective com-
plex are valid for the melody. This is even the usual way
of conceiving the melody; for if we asked anybody whether
the melody existed during all the time, from the beginning
to the end of the music, he would surely answer in the
affirmative.

To this objection we answer in the following way. It is
true that such a definition of the complex may be given;
but we are not obliged to do so-in the case of an equiva-
lence we may always introduce another co-ordination for
which the existence of the complex vanishes with the ex-
istence of the elements. The melody may be defined in
such a way that it exists only at the moments when there
are tones and vanishes in the intervals between the tones;
such a kind of definition is equivalent to the one given
above. Thus we arrive at an element of arbitrariness, just
as has been already pointed out (S 1l) in the case of ab-
stracta: the question whether or not the complex exists
independently of its elements becomes a matter of con-
vention. It is this arbitrariness which we do not accept for
the problem of the existence of concreta. We maintain
that a conception for which external things vanish with our
impressions is not equivalent to the conception of an in-
rlependent existence. Only in the case of probability con-
nections is there no such equivalence; it is, therefore, only
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the conception of the projection as a probability connec-
tion between complex and elements which furnishes the
admissible interpretation of the existence of the external
world.

The preceding refections nevertheless necessitate a
slight correction of our interpretation of the reducibility
of existence. We shall call the existence of the complex
reducible to the existence of the elements when it is at
least possible to introduce an equivalent system of propo-
sitions, in which the existence of the complex ceases with
the existence of the elements. This definition of the term
"reducible," however, does not require a change in our
definition of reduction as a co-ordination for which all
statements concerning the complex are equivalent to state-
ments concerning the elements. The latter definition im-
plies the possibility of defining the existence of the com-
plex in such a way that the complex vanishes with its ele-
ments.

There remain some objections which we must now con-
sider. They concern the question whether it is true that
the probability connection can protect us from such con-
sequences as pointed out for the equivalence connection,
i.e., from the reducibility of the existence of external things
to the existence of impressions. These objections will be
considered in the following sections.

S 14. A cubical world as a model of inferences to unob-

servable things

The objection which we consider first starts with ques-
tioning the analogy befiveen the example of the birds and
our situation in the recognition of external things. We said
that the birds have an existence independent oftheir shad-
ows on the screen; but to substantiate this we made use
of the fact that there are other and direct observations of
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the birds which do not need any consideration of the shad-
ows. We see the birds directly in their places within space;
it is therefore easy to distinguish them from the shadows
as different physical entities. In the case of our knowledge
of the external world, however, we have nothing but im-
pressions as a basis of the observation; is it logically possi-
ble to infer from here the separate existence of something
which has an existence of its own, in the sense defined
above, i.e., an existence which is not reducible to the exist-
ence of impressions?

This objection can be more precisely formulated in the
following way. It is true that we use a probability inference
when we infer from a given set of impressions to the exist-
ence of a physical thing. But is this more than an inference
to new impressions? It seems impossible that by probabil-
ity inferences the domain of impressions can ever be left;
probability inferences, it may be supposed, will always re-
main within the domain from which they start. Thus
statements about external things, in spite of the occurrence
of probability inferences, will be equivalent to statements
about impressions; not to statements about the observed
set of impressions from which the probability inference
starts but to statements abo'ut a certain wider set of im-
pressions.

To discuss this objection it will be advisable to stay with
the example of the birds at first and to carry through the
discussion on this subject, since it is less exposed to misin-
terpretations. To obtain the same logical structure as in
the problem of the inference from impressions to external
tlrings, we shall, however, alter this example in such away
that nothing but the shadows of the birds are visible. Thus
we have comparable conditions in both problems.

We imagine a world in which the whole of mankind is
imprisoned in a huge cube, the walls of which are made of
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sheets of white cloth, translucent as the screen of a cinema
but not permeable by direct light rays. Outside this cube
there live birds, the shadows of which are projected on the
ceiling of the cube by the sun rays; on account of the trans-
lucent character of this screen, the shadow-figures of the
birds can be seen by the men within the cube. The birds
themselves cannot be seen, and their singing cannot be
heard. To introduce the second set of shadow-figures on
the vertical plane, we imagine a system of mirrors outside
the cube which a friendly ghost has constructed in such a
way that a second system of light rays running horizontally
projects shadow-figures of the birds on one of the vertical
walls of the cube (Fig. 2). As a genuine ghost this invisible
friend of mankind does not betray anything of his construc-
tion, or of the world outside the cube, to the people within;
he leaves them entirely to their own observations and waits
to see whether they will discover the birds outside. He
even constructs a system of repulsive forces so that any
near approach toward the walls of the cube is impossible
for men; any penetration through the walls, therefore, is
excluded, and men are dependent on the observation of
the shadows for all statements they make about the "ex-

ternal" world, the world outside the cube.
Will these men discover that there are things outside

their cube different from the shadow-figures ?
At first, I think, they will not. They observe black fig-

ures running on the screens quite irregularly, disappearing
at the edges and reappearing. They will develop a cosmog-
ony in which the worl{ has the shape of a cube; outside the
cube is nothing, but on the walls of the cube are dark
spots running about.

After some time, however, I think there will come a
Copernicus. He will direct telescopes to the walls and
discover that the dark spots have the shape of animals;
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and, what is more important still, that there are corre-
sponding pairs of black dots, consisting of one dot on the

Frc. r,-A cubical world where only the shadows of external things are
vis ib le.

ceiling and one dot on the side wall, which show a very
similar shape. If a,, a dot on the ceiling, is small and shows
a short neck, there is a corresponding dot a" on the side
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wall which is also small and shows a short neck; if /, on
the ceiling shows long legs (like a stork), then b" on the
side wall shows on most occasions long legs also. It cannot
be maintained that there is always a corresponding dot
on the other screen but this is generally the case. If a new

dot appears, whether or not there may be a comesponding

dot already on the other screen, the new dot always starts
from the edge of the screen but never appears immediate-
ly within the interior of the screen. There is no corre-
spondence between the locomotions of the dots of one pair;

but there is a corresponden,ce as to internal motions. If
the shade ar wags its tail, then the shade a" also wags its

tail at the same moment. Sometimes there are fights
among the shades; then, if a, is in a fight with b,, a" is

always sirnultaneously in a fight with b.. It happens some-
times that one of the shades has its tail plucked out dur-
ing a fight; then the corresponding shade on the other sur-
face of the cube has its tail plucked out simultaneously.
This is what is observed by means of the telescope.

Copernicus, after these discoveries, will surprise man-
kind by the exposition of a very suggestive theory. He will
maintain that the strange correspondence between the two
shades of one pair cannot be a matter of chance but that
these two shades are nothing but effects caused by one in-
dividual thing situated outside the cube within free space.
He calls these things "birds" and says that these are ani-

mals fying outside the cube, different from the shadow-
figures, having an existence of their own, and that the
black spots are nothiflg but shadows. I am, indeed, in-
clined to assert that such a Copernicus would arise among

the people of the cube; the discovdry of our real Coperni-
cus, it seems to me, presupposed much more perspicacity
and imagination.

The people, I think, would become convinced by this
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theory; the question is, however, whether certain philoso-
phers would be convinced. The positivists would attack
Copernicus and argue in the following way:

What you maintain, they would say, is not false but
biased. You say that there are things independent in their
existence of the black dots; but you could say, on the same
grounds, that these things are identical with the black
dots. There is a correspondence between each of your
"birds" andapair ofblack dots; all that is said about your
birdg is inferred from the black dots and is therefore
equivalent to statements about the dots. You believe in a
surplus meaning of your hypothesis of the birds, compared
with a description of the movement of the dots; but this is
an illusion-both modes of speech have the same meaning.
We admit your great discoveries concerning the relations
between the dots, showing that there are corresponding
dots on each of the two shade-covered surfaces ofour cubi-
cal world. But your interpretation of this correspondence
as an outcome of an individual identity of things outside
the cubical world does not add a new content to your dis-
coveries. This is only your way of speaking-other people
prefer to speak of pairs of dots on the screens.

This means, in our termsj that the distinction between
the projective complex and the reducible complex would
be meaningless. Copernicus conceives the birds as a pro-
jective complex; the positivists answer him that he might
conceiye them, with equal reason, as a reducible complex
with respect to the same elements, the black dots. The
argument would be continued as follows:

We admit that this equivalence holds for our world only.
l I  a man were once able to penetrate through the wal ls of
the cube, he could distinguish between your hypothesis of
the birds and the corresponding statement about the pairs
of dots; if he were to see the birds above him, your hy-
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pothesis would be confirmed; if not, it would be refuted.
But then there would be verifiable facts which distinguish
your hypothesis from the pure description of the movement
of the dots. For our world, however, there is a law of na-
ture excluding any penetration of the walls of the cube; so,
for our world, your hypothesis has the same meaning as
the pure description of the dots.

In our terrns, this argument would assert that the hy-
pothesis of Copernicus has a surplus meaning only if we
accept logical meaning, but that for physical meaning i.t has
no surplus meanin,g when compared with the statement
about the dots. It is this question which we now have to
examine.

The positivistic interpretation is based on the presup-
position of absolute verifiability. From within the cube,
there is no possibility of obtaining a clear "yes" or "no"
for the hypothesis of Copernicusl from an observation post
outside the cube, such a clear distinction would be ob-
tained. If we insist that only a clear "y.r" or "no" is to
be taken as an answer, the positivistic conclusion holds;
this, I think, is the reason why the positivistic conception
is so suggestive. It is, indeed, conclusive if we accept
nothing but truth and falsehood as predicates of proposi-
tions; but it is no longer so if we introduce intermediate
values-if we introduce the predicate of weight.

With regard to the predicate of weight the two concep-
tions are not equivalent. Judged from the facts observed
the hypothesis of Copernicus appears highly probable.
It seems highly improbable that the strange coinci-
dences observed for ofie pair of dots are an effect of pure
chance. It is, of course, not impossible that, when one
shade has its shade-tail plucked ofl at the same moment
the same thing happens to another shade on another
plane; it is not even impossible that the same coincidence
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is sometimes repeated. But it is improbable; and any
physicist who sees this will not believe in a matter of
chance but will look for a causal connection. Refections
like this would incline the physicists to believe in the hy-
pothesis of Copernicus and to refuse the equivalence the-
ory.

This means that the physicist insists on the surplus
meaning of his interpretation not because it has logical
meaning but because it has physical probability meaning.
It is only physical truth meaning for which the positivistic
interpretation is valid; but,'if we admit physical probabil-
ity meaning, there is a surplus meaning for the hypothesis
of the birds (for the conception of the birds as a projective
complex of the shades) because it obtains a weight different
from that of the hypothesis of the pairs of dots, i.e., from
the interpretation of the birds as a reducible complex of
the shades. It is the different conception of the second
principle of meaning which furnishes this distinction. The
positivistic conception demands that two statements have
the same meaning if they are equally determined as true
or false by all possible facts; the probability conception
demands the same meaning only if the statements obtain
the same weight by all pobsible facts. It is to be admitted
that the observable facts do not furnish a difference as to
absolute truth or absolute falsehood of the two theories in
question; but the weight conferred on them by the facts
observable within the cube is different. Whereas the posi-
tivistic definition of meaning must therefore consider the
two theories in question as having the same meaning, the
probability definition of meaning furnishes a different
meaning for both theories-although the domain of ob-
servable facts is the same, and although only the postulate
of physical possibility is employed in the definition of
meaning. The physicist, therefore, is not dependent on the
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acceptance of the dubitable concept of logical meaning and
employs physical meaning as well as the positivist, but
only in the probability form and not in the truth form.

The positivist, to defend his position, will answer in the

shades of one pair  wi l l  conrinue, wi l l  a lways be repeated;
the concept ion that the coincidences are due to chance,
however, leads to the contrary prophecy, to the .on."-
quence that the coincidences will not be repeated. To re_
move this difference we shall change our conception in
such a way that it furnishes the same observable conse_
quences as your hypothesis within the domain of observ_

all consequences for facts within the cube are the same as
in the case of the birds being a projective complex of the
shades.

This idea, if it were tenable, would proye that a differ_
ence between a reducible and a project ive complex cannot
be maintained, provided we keep to physical  meaning.

Carrying through this idea the posit iv ist  would have to
interpret the correspondence between the dots of one pair
as a form of causal connect ion. He would have to say that
there is a kind of coupl ing berween the elemena. of on"
pair .  I f  an element a, of  one pair  is approaching an ele_
ment b, of  another pair  in a certain way cal led , , f ight,"

recognizable by a kind of exci ted dance of the shades and
mutual bi tes with their  beaks, there is-the posit iv ist  has
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to say-a causal effect transferred from a, to its corre-
sponding dot a, on the other screen, and from b, to its cor-
responding dot b", in such a way that a. and b, enter into
the same relations called "fight." With this hypothesis the
positivist no longer would interpret the coincidences as
chance but as an outcome of a causal law; and his concep-
tion, therefore, would furnish, as a consequence, the con-
tinuation of the coincidences for all the future. Thus his
theory is altered in such a way that it does not differ from
the physicist's conception as far as prophecies for future
observable events are concerned.

The physicist, however, would not accept this improved
theory. He is too clever a man to object to the positivist
that such a causal connection is impossible; but he will
say that it is very improbable. It is not because he wants
to combine with the term "causal connection" some meta-
physical feelings such as "infuence from one thing to an-
other" or "transsubstantiation of the cause into the effect."
Our physicist is quite a modern man and needs no such
anthropomorphisms. He simply states that, wherever he
observed simultaneous ch3nges in dark spots like these,
there was a third body different from the spots; the changes
happened, then, in the third body and were projected by
light rays to the dark spots which he used to call shadow-
figures. Freed from all associated representations his infer-
cnce has this form: Whenever there were corresponding
shadow-figures like the spots on the screen) there was in
aclcl i t ion, a third body with independent existence; i t  is
therefore highly probable that there is also such a third
Irocly in the case in quest ion. I t  is this probabi l i ty infer-
cnce rvhich furnishes a different weight for the projective
t 'ornplex and the reducible complex.

\\'hat is very remarkable here is that the two theories
olrtair.r, from the facts observed within the cube, different
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weights, although both theories furnish for future facts
within the cube the same weights.o The probability con-
ception of meaning, therefore, allows us to distinguish
between theories which furnish, for all observable conse-
quences of a certain domain, the same weight, even if
nothing but facts of this domain are at our disposal for
the probability inferences.

It may be said that this is possible only if the theories in
question differ at least in logical meaning. This is not
false; as we have already pointed out, two theories which
have the same logical meaning cannot obtain different
probability meaning. But the concept of probability mean-
ing has the smaller extensionl not all propositions having
different logical meaning have also different probability
meaning. We cannot say, therefore, that we accept the
theory of the physicist as meaningful because it has logical
meaning. We accept it because it has physical probability
meanrng.

We might attempt another substantiation of the neces-
sity of accepting logical meaning. It might be said that,
although not every difference of logical meaning renders a
difference of probability meaning, those cases in which the
difference occurs can be carried through only on account
of the difference in logical meaning. To speak more clear-
ly: if we could not at least imagine a difference in logical
meaning, it would not be possible to calculate a different
weight for the two theories. But this, I think, would be
a grave mistake. The concept of logical meaning is valid

r Remark for the mathematician: Thcre is a relation between the ..forward
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only within the sphere of idealization in which physical
propositions are taken as absolutely verifiable; if we take
into consideration that truth signifies, strictly speaking,
nothing but a high weight, we find inversely that truth
meaning is to be reduced to probability meaning. We see
this if we consider once more our example of the birds. The
objection here would read thus: You are entitled to infer,
with probability, that there are birds outside the cube only
because you can at least imagine that you penetrate through
the ceiling and see the birds; this penetration, although
excluded by a law of nature, is logically possible, and there-
fore the object of your probability inference has meaning.
The fault of this reasoning becomes obvious if we now in-
troduce the case of a penetration of the ceiling. If a man
were able to pierce a hole through the ceiling, and to see
the birds-would this be an absolute verification of the
theory of the cube-Copernicus ? We have shown that there
are no statements capable of absolute verification. The
man could construct an interpretation for which the birds
were not material bodies but only optical images produced
by light rays coming from the shadows, defected in such
6 way that the rays coming from the dots of one pair met
ct a certain point in space artd ran from there into the ob-
$erver's eyes. Relative to what one sees this cannot be
cnlled false but only very improbable. So what is obtained
lly a "direct observation" is an increase of weight for the
theory of the birds but not a verification. The objection
irr rluestion, therefore, would finally maintain that a theory
cun be meaningfully inferred with probability only if it is
rt lenst logically possible to construct facts which confer
n lrigher degree of probability on the theory. I do not think
ilrirr conception will be seriously maintained.

Strltements made in terms of the later verification of a
t lreory which is for the time being only rather probable
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on the basis ofobserved facts have the advantage ofbeing
an intuitive representation of the theory-but they are not
the sole form in which the meaning of the theory is to be
expressed. To say, "The statement that the birds are a
projective complex of the shadow figures means that, if
we should penetrate through the ceiling, we should see the
birdsr" is only a short and intuitive way of expressing what
is meant-nothing more. In this way we pick out one of
the consequences of the theory which if observed would
make the theory highly probable; but by no means do we
obtain by this method the full meaning of the theory.
What we get is an intuitive representation of the theory.
We say, for instance: "'Next year there will be a Euro-
pean war' means 'There will be airplanes above London,
and shooting, and wounded men in the hospitals.' " Or we
say: "A visit to New York means seeing skyscrapers and
streets full of cars and men rushing for business." In this
way we take certain representations for the whole; but it
must not be forgotten that many other features are
dropped by this method. The method is the more danger-
ous in case the chosen representations are not physically
accessible but only accessible to our imagination. This is
the case when it is physically impossible to obtain high
degrees of weight for a theory. It may be advantageous,
for certain purposes, to visualize the statement by imagin-
ing just the inaccessible results which would furnish the
higher weight; but it must not be forgotten that we then
obtain a representation only. Thus it may be permissible
to visualize the concept "atom" by imagining the impres-
sions of an observer wh6se size is of submicroscopic dimen-
sions. But to insist in such cases that only the facts con-
ferring a high weight on the theory are to be taken as its
meaning is an outcome'of the schematized conception of
the two-valued logic. Actually, such a division of facts
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does not correspond to the practice ofscience. Considering
observations of the physically inaccessible domain, we do
not obtain facts which verify statements concerning things
situated there but only facts which confer a higher weight

to such statements. But then there is only a difference of

degree with respect to statements based on facts observed
within the accessible domain. The probability theory of
meaning, therefore, does right to admit staten'rents as dif-
ferent in meaning i f  these statements obtain di f ferent
weights from observed facts-without regard to the ques-
tion whether or not there will be, later on, a better deter-
minat ion of the weight.

It is, however, not false to employ the concept of logical
meaning in the sense of a meaning defined by the logical
possibi l i ty of  obtaining a high weight.  \ \ 'e may say that
physical  probabi l i ty meaning is a domain between physical

truth meaning and logical  mearr ing; i t  a l lows us to make
inferences which infringe upon the domain of logical mean-

ing, al though i t  is based on the physical  possibi l i ty of
ascr ibing a weight.  The probabi l i ty theory of meaning
therefore al lows us to maintain proposit ions as meaningful
which concern facts outside the donrain of the inrnrecliate-
ly verifiable facts; it allows us to pass beyond the domain of
the given facts. This oven'eaching character of probability

inferences is the basic method of the knowledge of nature.

An example taken from phvsics mav i l lustrate the signif icance of the
probabil i ty theory of"meaning. Einstein's theory of relat ivi t l ' . lorms the
i"rno,ts domain for examples of the application of the veri f iabi l i tv the-
ory of meaning; but, i f  we consider this theorv more exactlv, we f ind
that i t  is physical probabil i t ,v meaning, and not phvsical truth meaninq,
which is here applied. Let us consider F-irrstein's theorv oi simultaneitY'
\ \ 'e send at thi moment /r,  from the spatial point 1, a l ight signal to

the spat ia l  point  B,  arr iv ing there at  the moment / ' , ;  here the s ienal  is
rcf leCted and returns to '4 at the moment'11. /1 lr lxv be a moment at,1,
lretween tt  and tr,  but arbitrari l l -  chosen in this inten'al.  Then, accord-

ing to Einstein, the statement s, "/ ,  is absolutely simultaneous with
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t'"," has no meaning. This is usually substantiated by saying that this
statement is not veri f iable, i .e.,  has no physical truth meaning. This
is, however, not correct; Einstein maintains more-he maintains that
the statement r cannot be provided with a weight, and so has no physi-
cal probabil i ty meaning. Just because probabil i ty meaning is a t 'more

toferant" concept than physical truth meaning, the denial of proba-
bility.meaning is a stronger postulate than the denial of physical truth
meanlng.

To show this, let us first note that the statement s has logical mean-
ing. This reads: "If there were no upper limit to the velocity of sig-
nals, a signal of inf ini te velocitys leaving B at t 'zwould reach z{ at t"."
This, of course, would be true only for one determinate t2 between /,
and /3, so that this t ime-point is dist inguished as absolutely simul-
taneous to l'2. For any other /2, the statement would be false; but then
it has meaning as well. We are allowed, therefore, to say that the
statement .r has logical meaning for every lr. If Einstein rejects the
statement s, he decides in favor of physical meaning. But he demands
more than physical truth meaning; he demands that all other facts of
nature are ofsuch a kind that they do not furnish, for a determinate /2,
al'righer probability of being a specific time-point than for other values
of t".

Such a distinction might be given by the transportation of watches.
Einstein demands that two watches equally regulated during a common
stay at A, and moved in different ways and with different velocities
toward B, will show at B, after their arrival, a difference in their read-
ings. We can imagine a world in which this is not the case, but in which
the indications of two watches are in correspondence after the different
transportations from ,1 to B. In this world transported watches would
define a simultaneity which we call transport timer\ and we would say:
If  there were no upper l imit to the velocity of signals, the inf ini te ve-
locity would determine with a great probabil i ty, as simultaneous to / /2,
that time-point t, which corresponds to the transport time. In this world
absolute simultaneity would have a physical probabil i ty meaning,
though no physical truth meaning, Einstein refuses to bel ieve in the
existence of experiments, l ike the described transportat ion of watches,
which would distinguish a certain l, as probably being the time-point
of the arr ival of inf ini tely quick signals. Thus Einstein refuses physical
probability meaning to absqlute simultaneity, which is, as we see, a
stronger postulate than the refusal of physical truth meaning.

s The concept of infinite velocity may here be eliminated and replaced by a
more complicated statement about the limit of the times of arrival belonging to
signals of finite velocity, which defines a fictive "first signal" (cf. the author's
Axiomatik der relatiaistischen Raum-ZeitLchra IBraunschweig, 19241, p.24).

6 Ib id. ,p.76.
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Our conception of the example of the cubical world, which accepts
the statement about the birds outside the screens as meaningful and
clifferent from statements about the dots on the screen, is therJfore not
in contradict ion to the principles of modern physics. The cubical world
as described would correspond not to Einstein's world but to a world
in which a transport t ime would be definable. The principles of the
theory of relativity have been wrongly interpreted as supports for the
concept of physical truth meaning; what they actual ly support is the
concept of physical probabil i ty meaning.

$ t5. Projection as the relation between physical things
and impressions

We proceed now to the application of our concepts of
reduction and projection to the problem of the existence
of the external world.

By analogy with the example of the cubical world our
contention reads: Impressions are only effects produced
within our body by physical things, in the same sense as
the shadows are effects of the birds. Thus impressions are
only external elements relative to the physical things;
these things are projected to our impressions but not re-
tluced to our impressions. 'fhe "external world" therefore
has an existence of its own, iirdependent of our impres-
sions.

This is the so-called realistic conceprion of the world.
l.et us see what positivism answers. The answer is known
to us from the example of the cubical world. It reads:

"What you maintain is not false but biased. You say
there are things independent in their existence of your im-
l)ressions; but you could say, on the same grounds, that
these things are a reducible complex of your impressions.
'l 'here is a correspondence between your impressions and
yorrr external things; all that is said about your external
thirrgs is inferred from impressions and is therefore equiva-
,lcnt to statements about impressions. You believe in a
rrrrplus meaning of your hypothesis of the external world;
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but this is an illusion-both modes of speech have the
same meaning."

We need not repeat our discussion of this objection. We
summarize only: It is not true that our statements con-
cerning external things are equivalent to statements about
impressions, although they are inferred from them. It is
not true that the statement, "The external world is a re-
ducible complex of impressions," has the same meaning as
the statement, "The external world is a projective com-
plex of impressions." This might be said, perhaps, if we
accept physical truth meaning; but then there are no phys-
ical statements at all because there are no absolutely veri-
fiable statements about the physical world. If we want
to obtain meaningful statements, we must introduce physi-
cal probability meaning; and then the assumed equivalence
between the reducible complex and the projective com-
plex does not hold. There is a surplus meaning in saying
that there is an external world independent of our impres-
sions.

The reason, it seems, why positivists maintain this
equivalence is to be found in their idea that it is not possi-
ble to infer from a certain domain of things to another do-
main. I t  is the neglect of  the overreaching character of the
probability inference which leads positivists to their equiv-
alence theory. They believe that we are obliged to inter-
pret probability inferences by the principle of retrogres-
sion, and so they do not see that the probability inference
passes beyond the given observations. This error about
the logical nature of the probability inference is the root of
the positivistic doctrfhe of existence.

To clarify this error, let us consider the application of
the principle of retrogression to probability inferences.
Thus we come back to a form of the positivistic argument
stated in the beginning of $ 14. Let i be the conjunction
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of statements about the impressions (forming the class 1)
from which the probability inference starts and e the state-
ment about external things (forming the class E) which is
irrferred from i with probability. It is true, therr, that i
is not equivalent to e. But what is maintained is that there
is a more comprehensive conjunct ion i 'of  statements about
impressions (class 1'), including predictions about future
impressions, which is equivalent to e.

I-et us ask whether there is such a conjunction l'. The
first thing we can say is that if there is such a class the
corresponding class f' cannot be finite, as the observable
consequences of a physical statement do not form a closed
class.? But we can say more. Even statements about an
infinite class of impressions are not equivalent to the physi-
cal statement. This becomes obvious if we consider im-
pressions as physical effects caused in our body by the ex-
tcrnal object and apply a general theorem concerning
causes and effects.

If we have a cause and collect from all its effects a cer-
t i t in class which may be inf ini te,  but which does not con-
trrin the cause itself, the cause.and the class ofeffects stand
irr  the relat ion of project ion; a statement about the cause
is not equivalent to any set of  statements about the class
of effects. They are in a probability connection only. The
strrtenlent, "The sun is a ball of glowing gases of high tem-

l)cr:r tLlrer" is not equivalent to any set of  statements about
physical  facts outside the sun, even i f  the set is inf ini te and
cvcn iI it comprehends all points of a surface surrounding
t lrc sun; we get by these observat ions a set of  elements
lrorn which we may with probabi l i ty infer the sun's exist-

r  \ \ 'c  have to take account of  the fact  that  an inf in i te c lass of  impressions may
lrr . lcscr ibcdbva6ni teclassofproposi t ions.  I fwesa) ' ,e.g. ," l f thereisagravi-
r , l ronir l  t ic ld at  a l l  points wirhin a certain space, the impression of  heaviness is
, ' l ' t , r i r r : rb lc" l  th is is one proposi t ion,  but i t  concerns an inf in i ty of  impressions.
I  l rc r lcnial  of  th is sentence would also require an inf in i ty ofobservat ions.
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ence and qualities, but which is by no means of equivalent
meaning. Only if we were to include the sun itself in the
set of observed facts, would there be an equivalence; but
in this case all other facts might be dropped, and nothing
would remain but a trivial tautology.

There is no difference if the effects produced consist
of impressions. We cannot say, therefore, that there is a
conjunction of statements l' to which a is equivalent. This
would be permissible only if .I' were to include the physical
object, i.e., if we include the case that our body might be-
come identical with the physical object. This is not logi-
cally impossible; but the positivist will scarcely be ready
to accept this idea as the only correct interpretation of his
thesis that there are statements about a class of impres-
sions which are equivalent to the physical statement. This
would mean that a statement about the sun is equivalent
to a statement about impressions because it is not logically
impossible that one day the sun may be a part of my body,
and the movement of its glowing gases signifies, within
myself, an observational process. We may leave this inter-
pretation to the novelist, I think, and keep to our prob-
ability theory of meaning which needs no such equiva-
lences.

We have to say, therefore, that the physical statement d
is not equivalent to statements i' about a class.I'of physi-
cally attainable impressions. We cannot determine a class
,I' of impressions such that, if i ' is true, d is also necessarily
true. This is what I call the overreaching character of prob-
ability inferences in application to the problem of impres-
sions and the externah world. The nonequivalence be-
tween e and any conjunction of statements i is what is
meant by saying, "The external things have an existence
of their own independent of my impressions."

To show the failure of the positivistic equivalence the-
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ory, let us consider an example. We take the proposition,
"External things will continue to exist when I am dead."
Common sense is convinced that this proposition, if it is
true, may be considered as a proof that the existence of
external things is not reducible to the existence of impres-
sions; external things are, on the contrary, to be conceived
as a projective complex of impressions. The positivist
maintains that both interpretations are equivalent; so he
has to say that the proposition, "External things will cease
to exist when I am deadr" has the same meaning as the
former. Let us give to both propositions a more precise
formulation. The first, which may be called a,, is to read:
"Until and after my death, external things will persist as is
usually expected." The second proposition e, may be:
"Until my death external things will persist as is usu-
ally expected; but, after my death, external things will
vanish." If the positivist maintains that these two propo-
sitions e, and a, are equivalent, the reason lies in the fact
that both hypotheses have the same observable conse-
quences, or, strictly speaking, that they furnish the same
weight for all possible predictrions which I can make for
the stretch of life lying before me. But we saw, neverthe-
less, that such hypotheses ntay obtain different weights
from the observable facts. This is obviously the case here.
Seeing that many people who are similar to me expire
without producing such fatal consequences to the physical
world, I infer with high probability that the same will be
the case when I die. This is a correct reasoning comparable
to a great number of similar inferences occurring in physics
and never questioned there because they do not concern
my own person. Thus the probability theory of meaning
furnishes a different meaning to both sentences and ac-
crlrds with common sense.

I lntroducing the concept of logical meaning, we could
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also say that the proposition e, is meaningful and different
from e, because it is logically possible that I awake, after
my death, and verify the existence of the physical world.
This interpretation is permissible in the sense stated above,
as an intui t ive representat ion of what is meant.  But,  i f
we were to accept this interpretation as the only justifica-
tion for statements about the world after our death, we
would be led into great difficulties. As we have pointed
out ($$ 6,8,14), logical  meaning is too wide a concept;  i t
is not compatible with the conceptions of modern physics.
Thus a man who accepts a statement about the world after
his death as meaningful only because it has logical mean-
ing would be obliged to accept absolute simultaneity as
well. On the other hand, a relativist who insists on the
postulate of absolute verifiability would be obliged to con-
sider statements about the world after his death as mean-
ingless. I t  is only probabi l i ty meaning which leads us out
of this di lemma, just i fy ing joint ly the statement about the
world after my death, and the rejection of absolute space-
t ime concept ions.

I t  is not always an easy matter to discuss this quest ion
with positivists. They usually become offended when they
are told that they do not believe in the existence of the
physical  world after death. They emphasize that this is a
misunderstanding of their  theories and demonstrate their
conviction of the persistence of the external world after
their  death by taking out l i fe insurance pol ic ies in favor of
their  famil ies. They do not acknowledge our reasoning but
insist  that for them also there is a di f ference between the
statements, "  fhe exte'rnal  world persists after my death"
and "f 'he exterrral  world does not persist  af ter my death."
The di tTerence is,  they sav, that the f i rst  statement in-
cludes certain statements concerning the death of other
people without the u'or ld 's being annihi lated, u 'hereas the
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second statement would contain statements about the
world's vanishing simultaneously with the death of other
people. This, however, is not the problem in question.
The two statements we previously formulated are not the
same as the two statements compared by the positivist.
The second statement, in our formulation, reads other-
wise. We formulated it in such a way that the difference
of the two statements begins only with my death, saying

that until my death all should be the same as usual. These

statements cannot be distinguished within the positivistic

theory of meaning, i.e., by means of the concept of physi-

cal truth meaning. I do not doubt the seriousness of the
positivists as far as life insurance policies are concernedl
what I want to maintain is that they cannot justify this
carefulness because their theory furnishes no means of dis-
tinguishing between the statements er and e, formulated
by us. \

S 16. An egocentric language

We showed in the preceding section that propositions
about external things are not equivalent to propositions
about impressions. To give a new illustration to this con-
clusion,let us now consider an objection which attacks our
result from another point of view. This objection starts
from reflections which we introduced at the end of $ 13.
\\'e showed there that in the case of a reduction the rela-
tion between the complex and its elements may be defined
in clifferent ways. Only for one kind of co-ordination of
grropositions does the existence of the complex vanish with
t he e xistence of the elementsl for another kind of co-ordina-
t ion, this consequence may be avoided. We maintained
thrt t  the possibi l i ty of  a co-ordinat ion which has this con-
ri('(lucnce will suffice for us to call this case a reduction, and
t hc complex a reducible complex. It may be objected, how-
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ever, that perhaps the situation in the case of probability
connections is not otherwise; that in this case it is also pos-
sible to introduce a co-ordination of propositions for which
the existence of the complex vanishes with the existence of
the elements. If this is true, it will show that there is no
genuine difference between projection and reduction, but
that this is a difference of language only. The objection in
question, therefore, is proved as valid if we succeed in con-
structing a language for which the existence of the projec-
tive complex is dependent on the existence of the elements.

We shall find a way to construct such a language by
starting from the very contention which we intend to ac-
tualize in our new language. We shall try to exclude the
independent existence of external things by establishing
this idea in the form of a principle which we make the
basis of our language. To facilitate our task, let us con-
sider an example. Let us imagine a man who is convinced
that all things cease to exist as soon as he ceases to look at
them; how could he defend his conviction against the ob-
ject ions made to him by common sense and by scient i f ic
thinking? He could defend himself  i f  he had suff ic ient
imaginat ion to invent compl icated logical  construct ions
which connect the different impressions perceived by him
in certain t ime intervals.  He could interpret the reappear-
ance of the things at the moment when he looks at them by
saying that his looking produces the things. Thus he has to
introduce a new kind of causal i ty;  but,  i f  he is careful  and
consistent,  he can carry through his concept ion. There are
experiences which show that there is a certain "develop-
ment" in a physical state. We put a kettle of cold water on
the fire, come back after five minutes, and see the water
boi l ing. The man in quest ion would have to say that his
looking at the kettle produces the things in the same ad-
vanced state which the things would have acquired by their
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intrinsic development if he had observed them and had
not interrupted their existence. His new causality thus ob-
tains strange qualities but not impossible ones. He will
l ind even stranger qualities when he takes into considera-
tion observed effects produced by the things at a moment
when he does not look at the things. He looks at a tree and
observes it as existent; then he turns and no longer sees the
tree but its shadow. His conception, then, compels him to
srry that there is an aftereffect of the tree-the shadow-
which persists for a long time when the tree itself has al-
rcady vanished. This would mean a change in the laws of
optics; but it could be consistently carried through.

Would this conception ever lead to contradictions with
observable factsl Obviously not, because all experiences
lrc interpreted by the same principle. The laws of optics
irs obtained by this man from experience would diffqr from
orrr laws of optics. They would be divided into two tlasses
by means of the clauses "if I observe certain things" and
"if I do not observe certain things." The laws of the first
c'lirss are equal to our lawsl the laws of the second class,
Irowcver, speak ofstrange aftereffects and things appearing
litfully in different states of development. This furnishes
rr rrther complicated description of the world, but it does
rrot lead to any contradiction of experience. If there is a
sccrrring contradiction, this is only because the distinction
,r f  thc two classes of phenomena has not been consistent ly
currictl through; it can, therefore, be eliminated by a
clrrr  rrgc of interpretat ion.

Wc may raise the question whether the hypothesis of
t l r is rrrarr ,  though at least compatible with the facts,  does
rrot obtain a rather low degree of weight,  i .e. ,  can be dem-
r )nst rated as being very improbable. I t  turns out that even
irr  lh is respect there is no di f f icul ty for him. There is one
I ' i r rr l  of  experience which might be considered as a di f f i -
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culty: the man sees that, when other persons turn their
eyes away from things, these things stil l persist. If he ad-
mits the similarity between himself and other persons, this
would render a high probability that the things will also
persist when he does not look at them. But this is only
valid under the presupposition of the similarity mentioned;
so our hypothetical man may turn his inference in the op-
posite direction and maintain: I have an exceptional posi-
tion in the world because the things vanish only when I
do not look at them, whereas they persist when other per-
sons do not look at them. When this conception is intro-
duced, the probability inference from other people's non-
disturbance of the existence of things to his nondisturbance
of them is not valid. The methods of probability, there-
fore, do not furnish a result which throws into quesiion the
hypothesis of our example.

We may be astonished at such a result. We have so far
maintained that the existence of things which are not ob-
served may be inferred with high probability, even in the
case when a direct observation of the things is excluded by
certain physical laws, as in the case of the birds and the
cubical world. We find now that we can introduce another
conception for which the things do not exist ar all when
they are not observed and that this conception may ob-
tain a high degree of probability as well. Is not this a con-
tradict ion ?

The seeming contradict ion is dissolved when we enter
into a more detailed analysis of the second conception. We
shall find, then, that gur plan of constructing another lan-
guage has been actualized in our example that the man
who conceived the things as vanishing when he does not
observe them speaks another language than we do and that
the apparent contradiction is due to a different meanins
of words. This is to be understood in the following wayl
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Any description of the world presupposes certain postu-
latess concerning the rules of the language used in the de-
scription. The description of unobserved facts depends on
certain assumptions concerning causality and therefote de-
pends on postulates about causality. The postulate nor-
mally in use for this purpose requires us to construct homo-
geneous causal laws, as far as it is possible. The last
clause is necessary because it is not always possible to con-
struct homogeneous causal laws; thus it is not possible to
construct for things seen in a dream the same laws as for
things seen during waking. (Things seen in a dream are
not seen once more in the next dream, etc.) But experi-
t:nce shows that fior the things seen in the waking-state
it is possible to describe the state of things during the in-
terval between two observations in such a way that the
principle of homogeneity of causality is satisfied.c This is
rlone when we consider the things as existent during these
intervals, whereas considering the things as nonexistent
irnlll ies changes of causal laws, as we found in our exam-
plc. 'I 'he postulate of the homogeneity of causality, there-
firrc, decides in favor of the tonception of the existence of
rrorrobserved things.

'l 'he man who conceived nonobserved things as nonexist-
t'rrt, however, decides in favor of another postulate. He

I  Whethcr or not these postulates are convent ions must be special ly examined
(r  l .  thc ronarks about equivalent and nonequivalent languagei  in $ 17).

' r ' l ' l rcrc is,  str ict ly speaking, a di f ference between homogeneity of  causal
prx ' r r$( 's ant i  homogeneity of  causal  laws. The f i rst  postulate demands that the
r,rruul  l t roccsscs in physical  th ings are not disturbed by our observat ion;  the
l , r t  t . r -  l r rstulate demands only that ,  i f  tHere is a disturbance, th is is to be accord-
l rg to (  inrs i r l  l : rws for other phenomena, The f i rst  postulate cannot always be
i l l r i l [ r r r inc( l i  wc know that scient i f ic  instruments of  a more sensi t ive type are
r l r r t r r r l r r r l  b l ' thcobserver(bysl ightmechanical  impacts,bythechangeof tem-

l ' r r t r tu l l  r r rustd by the observer,  etc.) .  Quantum mechanics has even shown
th,r t  t l t r r l is : r l r r incipleof disturbancebyobservat ionwhichcannotbereduced
l , .L,wntcrt i r inminimum.' fhesecondpostulatertheequal i tyofcausal lawsfor
t l re r l rqtrrrbir r rcc by the observer and for other physical  phenomena, has turned
rut  t r )  l rc t lwtys nraintainable in modern physics.
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renounces a postulate concerning causality; his alterna-
tive postulate is the principle that things do not exist when
they are not observed. Thus this assumption is for him no
empirical matter but a decision and, therefore, beyond
question. His scientific language, however, is altered by
this procedure, and we must now point out in what respect.

The first and very obvious change is that his word "ex-
istence" does not correspond to our word "existence" but
to our word "existence observed by mer" or, simply, "being
observed by me." Let us call the language of the man the
egocentric language; then we may establish the following
correspondence:

Egocentr ic Language Usual Language

l .  Things do not exist when I do l .  Things are not observed by me
not observe them. when I do not observe them.

2. Things are produced at any 2. Things are observed by me at
t ime when I turn my eyes in a any t ime when I turn my eyes
certain direct ion.  in a certain direct ion.

Both propositions are not about things directly but
about observations of things. The first is a tautology, as is
obvious in the expression within our usual language; this is
because this proposition is nothing but the formulation of
the postulate accepted by the man in question. The second
is not always true, as it may happen (expressed in usual
language) that the thing has been removed, or disappeared,
while I was turning 

^way; 
this character of not being al-

ways true is valid for both languages.
Let us now try to express a sentence which concerns not

our observation of the thing but the independent existence
of the thing. Take the.-.sentence, "The thing exists during
a certain time interval Al." We pronounce such a sentence
if we observe the thing at least at certain moments within
the interval A/, or if we discover that the observation is
prevented by other things which do not exclude, however,
that certain effects of the thinq are observed by us. A
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stone which we saw may be covered at a second observa-
tion by a person, whereas the shadow of the stone is stil l
to be seen. We express this idea in the following way in
both languages:

Lgoccntr ic Language Uoual Languagc

3. I f  I  turn my eyes during the 3a. l f  I  turn my eyes during the
timc intcrval At in a certain t ime interval At in a certain
t l i rect ion, the thing is pro- direct ion, the thing is ob-
duced, or I  can construct, ap- served, or I  can construct, ap-
plying my causal laws to the plying my causal laws to the
things which I observe, a facts which I observe, a cause
cause which prevents the which prevents the thing's ob-
thing's existence. This cause servation. This cause must be
must be of  such a k ind that i t  ofsuch a k ind that i t  does not
does not prevent the existence prevent the observation of
of certain other things which certain other effects which my
would be, i f  the thing were to causal laws ascribe to the
exist,  accord;ng to my causal thing.
laws the effect of the thing.

' fhis sentence is of a better truth-value than sentence 2
bccause it takes into account the possibility of a disturb-
tnce of the observation. But even sentence 3 is not always
true; i t  may happen that the thing ( in usual language)
rcully vanishes, as a cloud ma! vanish by being evaporated.
'l 'hus sentence 3 can be pronounced only with a certain
probability, although with a higher probability than sen-
rcnce 2.

'l 'he question remains: Is proposition 3 equivalent to the
rrsrr:rl proposition, "The thing exists during a certain time
irr tcrval  Ar"? This means: Do we cal l  the lat ter proposi-
r iorr  t rue, when proposit ion 3 is true, and inversely? I t  is
, , l rv ious that this is not the case. We can only say that,  i f
prolx>sition 3 is verified, there is a high probability for the
thirrg 's existencel and conversely,  i f  the thing exists,  there
is rr  high probabi l i ty for proposit ion 3. The f i rst  statement
is rrn cxpression of our general idea that observations neyer
t rrn furnish an absolute verification of a sentence about
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physical things. The second statement takes into account
the case of an exception to the known rules of causality;
it might happen that the laws of optics are suddenly super-
seded, and the thing, though being in its place, is not seen.
Thus we have to say, proposition 3 is equivalent only to the
following proposition :

Egcentr ic Language

3. As before.
Urual Language

3/. I t  is very probable that the
thing exists during the inter-
val At.

We find that proposition 3 is equivalent not to a proposi-
t ion concerning the existence of a thing but to a sentence
ascribing a probability to the existence of a thing.'o We
come to a similar result if we examine other examples. We
find that normal propositions about the existence of things
cannot be expressed in the egocentric language; this lan-
guage can only express sentences about a probability for
the existence of things.

This remarkable feature of the egocentric language is to
be interpreted in the following way.The egocentric lan-
guage confers existence only upon observed things, or,
what amounts to the same thing, upon impressions."
Impressions are the basis of a probability inference di-
rected to other things. A statement about impressions is
therefore not equivalent to a sentence about physical
things; it can only be equivalent to a statement conferring a
probability upon a sentence about other things. The ego-
centric language dealing with impressions only cannot be
equivalent to a language concerning the physical world.

-  'o Str ict ly speaking, th is is not an equivalence but a uni lateral  impl icat ion
from the egocentric language to a probability statement about the realistic lan-
guage (cf .  our remark at  the end of  $ l7) .

"  I  do not mean by th is that  observed things and impressions are ident ical .
But there is a one-one correspondence bet*eJn them, and therefore the ego-
centric Ianguage can be formulated either for observed things or for impressiois.
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It can only be equivalent to a language conferring proba-
bility upon statements about the physical world.

Our investigation, therefore, confirms our thesis that the
relation between impressions and the physical world is a
projection and not a reduction. Impressions remain ex-
ternal elements of the world and cannot be considered as
internal elements. The posit iv ist ic idea that this dist inc-
tion is a matter of definition only, and that a projection
may be changed into a reduct ion withour any change of
meaning, is not tenable. The egocentr ic language which
u,ould take the form of conceiving the physical world as a
reducible complex of impressions cannot furnish proposi-
t ions equivalent to proposit ions concerning the existence
of physical  things but only equivalent to sentences con-
cerning a probabi l i ty for the existence of physical  things.
' l 'he egocentr ic language is not equivalent to the phvsical
l ; rnguage but only to a part  of  i t ;  th is is the part  concerning
the basis of probabi l i ty inferences. I t  is preciselv the part
concerning physical  things, given by the result  of  the
probabi l i ty inferences, which f inds no equivalent in the
cgocentr ic language.

' l 'hese results show that the posit iv ist ic concept ion of the
problem of existence is no ldrrger tenable. The posit iv ist ic
concept ion that the quest ion concerning the existence of
tltc external world is a pseudo-problem is based on the idea
thrt  the physical  language is equivalent to an egocentr ic
lunguage. For only in case of such an equivalence are \  e
clr t i t led to contest the uncertainty character of the logical

l )rocess leading from impressions to external things; i f  th is
is nothing but an equivalence transformation of language,
I  hcre remains no uncertainty as to the existence of external
things. \v\ 'e see, hou'ever,  that this is erroneous; there is no
l ,rgicrt l  equivalence between statements about impressions
;llr(l statements about external thines-the latter are ob-
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tained by inductive inferences based on the former. There
remains, therefore, always an uncertainty in this inference.
As in the case of any statement concerning a special physi-
cal thing, so the general statement that there are physical
things at all, that there is an external world, can be main-
tained with probability only. The degree of probability of
the general statement is higher than that of any special
statement; this is due to the fact that the general state-
ment may be conceived as a disjunction of special state-
ments, a case for which the rules of probability furnish a
higher numerical value. But there is no reason to maintain
that the general statement is certain.

That there is a remaining uncertainty may be made
clear by the following consideration. We know that during
a dream we have the feeling of the reality of the world
observed, and we know that after awaking we are obliged
to correct our conception-that we must acknowledge it
was only a private world in which we lived. Can we ex-
clude the case that a similar discovery will happen tomor-
row with respect to the world of today? Can we ever as-
certain, with no doubt remaining, that we are not asleep?
Or are we sure that there will never be a third world, of a
stronger reality stil l than the second, which stands to the
second in the same relation as this to the first, the dream
worldi In denying such possibilities, we can never pass
beyond a certain high degree of probability.

To these latter refections it might be argued that our
actual inferences to the external world start from a re-
stricted class of imprespions, limited by the impressions of
today; and i t  might be argued that i t  is only this l imitat ion
which furnishes the uncertainty. If we could foresee all fu-
ture impressions, we should know whether we should
"awaken" some dayl the statement of the existence of the
external world would then be equivalent to the statement
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that there are no such impressions of "awakening" within
the whole class. This argument is not valid, however, be-
cause even the knowledge of the whole class of impressions
of a man's life does not furnish a basis from which we could
infer with certainty the existence of external things. I do
not admit that we can ever describe a class of impressions
about which we may say that,  i f  a l l  impressions of my l i fe
are of this class, there is, with certainty, an external world.
On the contrary: to any class of impressions described,
even if it contains an infinity of impressions, we may im-
agine additional elements such that the enlarged class will
lead to the conclusion that the world of the orisinal class
was a sort of dream world only. ,t// defnable- classes oJ
impressions are of a t!?e leading only to probability state-
ments about an external world. This is what we formulated
as the nonequivalence of the realistic and the egocentric
language; and this is what gives the reason for the uncer-
tainty of our knowledge about the existence of an external
world.

$ 17. Positivism and realism as a problem of language

With the refections of the preceding section our inquiry
rbout the difference of the positivistic and the realistic
conception of the world has taken another turn; this differ-
ence has been formulated as the difference of two lan-
guages. This form of consideration, which has been applied
particularly by Carnap, seems to be a means appropriate to
the problem in question, and we.shall make use of ir for an
i l lustrat ion of our results.

'l 'he conception of the difference in question as a difference
of language corresponds also to our idea that the question of
rrrcaning is a matter of  decision and not of t ruth-character.
lf, in the preceding sections, we defended the idea that the
lxrsitivistic conception of the world is not tenable, it was
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because we wanted to maintain that the positivistic inter-
pretation of existence propositions does not correspond to
our common language, or to that kind of meaning which
we have to attach to our words if our actions are to be con-
sidered as justifiable in terms of our knowledge about
external things. Our statement, therefore, belonged to the
descriptive task of epistemology ($ 1), maintaining a de-
viation of the positivistic interpretation from the realistic
language of knowledge as a given sociological phenomenon.
If we proceed now to regard the differences of the positivis-
tic and the realistic languages, we pass from the descriptive
task to the critical task of epistemology; with this turn we
consider meaning as a matter of free decision, and ask for
the consequences to which each form of decision leads, and
thus for the advantages and disadvantages which may be
used to determine our choice if we ourselves want to make
a decision.

In spite of our reference to a free decision, we should not
like to say that the decision in question is arbitrary. Al-
though such a characterization cannot be called false, it is
a very misleading mode of expression. If we speak of the
arbitrariness oflanguage, we intend to express the fact that
different languages may express the same ideas in spite of
all differences of external form; and that, consequently, the
choice of the Ianguage does not influence the content of
speech. This conception has its origin in certain character-
ist ics of common languages; i t  does not matter whether a
scientist expresses his ideas in English, or French, or Ger-
man, and thus the irrelevance of the choice of the language
has become the very p'tototype of arbitrary decision. This
conception presupposes, however, the equivalence of the
languages in quest ion. Only in the case of equivalent lan-
gua.ges are their differences matters of convention. There
are, however, other cases in which the languages are not
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equivalent; our consideration of the egocentric language
led us to an example of this kind. In such a case the deci-
sion for or against one of the languages signifies what we
called a volitional bifurcation. If we speak in such a case of
an arbitrary decision, the word "arbitraty," therefore, is
misleading; it suggests the idea that the decision in ques-
tion is not relevant, does not infuence our results. This,
however, would be entirely erroneous.

I f  the languages in quest ion are not equivalent,  i f  the
decision between them forms a case of a volitional bifurca-
tion, this decision is of the greatest relevance: it will lead
to consequences concerning the knowledge. obtainable.
'fhe man who speaks the egocentric language cannot ex-
press certain ideas which the man with the realistic lan-
guage may formulate; the decision for the egocentric
language, therefore, entails the renunciation of certain
itleas, and may, consequently, become highly relevant.
We do not thereby say that the egocentric language is
"false"l  such a cr i t ic ism would be a misunderstanding of
the character of a volitional decision. It is rather the meth-
ocl of entailed decisions which we have to apply herel we can
show that the decision for the egocentric language leads to
ir scientific system of a restricted character which does not
r:orrespond to the system constructed by the realistic
l ; rnguage in i ts ful l  extension.

l,et us extend similar considerations to the general case
of two languages. Using a symbolism corresponding to
l l rut  of  $ 15, we wi l l  assume a domain 1of elements as the
b;tsis of our language; let us assume, further, that state-
nrcnts i concerning these elements are absolutely or prac-
t ical ly ver i f iable. With the lat ter term we include cases in
which the statements i  possess a high weight.  There may
lrc, in addition, a domain E of elements outside the domain
/ <rf  c lements: the elements of the domain E arein such re-
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lation to those of / that some verified statement i confers a
determinate probability to a statement a about the domain
E. This relation is not simply a one-one correspondencel
to every i, there belongs a class of statements a, each of
which is co-ordinated to i with a different probability (and
conversely). I.et us assume now two statements e, and e.
with the fol lowing characters:

a) A deterrninate veri f ied statement I  confers on a, and a, dif ferent
probabil i t ies which are, however, not so high that they may be con-
sidered as practical truth

B) a, and e, dlf fer with respect to predict ions of facts happening out-
s ide the domain 1

7) e, and e, do not dif fer with respect to predict ions of facts happening
within the domain 1

We will now introduce two languages; the narrower
language may be def ined by truth meaning in combinat ion
with the principle of retrogression, the wider language by
probabi l i ty meaning. The wider language wi l l  cal l  the
statements e, and r, different. The narrower language will
also accept them as meaningful because they involve pre-
dictions for the domain 1; this language, however, cannot
acknowledge any difference between et and e, because the
predictions involved for I are the same, and all difrerence
is based on a calculat ion of probabi l i t ies which are too low
to serve as practical verification. Thus the narrower lan-
guage cal is the statements e, and a, equivalent.  For this
language, there is as much meaning in a statement as can
be (absolutely or pract ical ly) ver i f ied within 1; this lan-
guage, therefore, may replace both the statements r ,  and c,
by the statement i ,  i f , i  is conceived as involving the same
predict ions for 1,  and cal l  I  equivalent to e, and e,.

Of such a kind is the language of the posit iv ist  concern-
ing the cubical  world.  In real ist ic language, e, and e, are
two di f ferent hypotheses about the birds and i  is the co-
ordinated descript ion of the pairs of shades. The restr ic-
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t ion to the domain 1, as basis,  is due in this case to the
physical conditions; a statement r is therefore excluded
from absolute or practical verification. Whether a state-
ment e, however, has a meaning different from i is not
<letermined by the physical  condit ions but depends on the
choice of the language. I f  we decide for physical  t ruth
mear.ring, we obtain the narrower language and are to call
i  and e equivalent;  i f  we decide for probabi l i ty meaning,
we obtain the wider language and are to cal l  i  and e
r l i fTere n t .

We cannot forbid anyone to choose the def ini t ion of
rneaning he prefers. If he makes his decision, however, the
previous considerations forrn a logical signpost for him.
I  le may be r ight in saying that,  as long as a hole in the
wal ls is excluded, he cannot dist inguish between the state-
rnents i  and e; this is t rue i f  he decides for physical  t ruth
rrreaning, i .e. ,  for the narrower language. What would be
cnt irely false, however,  would be an utterance from his side
tha.t we cannot differentiate between i and e as long as
there is no hole in the wal ls.  We canl this is becaure-*e
ru:ry choose the wider language, based on probabi l i ty
r )1eanlng.

. l 'hese 
considerat ions demonstrate a restr ict ing qual i ty

o[ t ruth meaning. I f  the domain of basic elemenrs is re-
str icted, t ruth meaning leads to a restr icted language, for
w'hich statements concerning elements outside the basis
;rrc rreaningless unless they are conceived as equivalent to
st i r tel lents concerning elements of the basis.  Probabi l i ty
rrrc:rning, on the contrary, is f ree from such restr ict ions; i t
nr i ry pxss beyond the basis of the language.

l .ct  us apply these results to the language of impressions.
l f  the basic t lomain of the language is restr icted to the
irrrprcssions of one man, attainable by him during the
strctch of his l i fe,  statements abour things happening
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before or after his lifetime are meaningless except in so far

as they are interpreted as being equivalent to statements

concerning impressions of his lifetime' The two statements

e, and, e, used in $ 16 concerning events after one's death

are of this type; they possess the qualities o-7 and cannot

be distinguished within this language. This is the decisive

difficulty of positivism. The strictly positivistic lan-

guage-thus we may call this language-contradicts nor-

mal language so obviously that it has scarcely been serious-

ly maintained; moreover, its insufficiency is revealed as

soon as we try to use it for the rational reconstruction

of the thought-processes underlying actions concerning

events after our death, such as expressed in the example of

the I i fe insurance pol ic ies ($ 16)."  We have said that the

choice of a language depends on our free decision but that

we are bound to the decisions entailed by our choice: we

find here that the decision for the strictly positivistic lan-

guage would entail the renunciation of any reasonable
justification of a great many human actions. The pragmat-

ic idea that the definition of meaning is to bd chosen in

adaptation to the system of human actions, that it is to

be determined by the postulate of ut i l izabi l i ty,  decides,

therefore, against the strictly positivistic language.
'fo avoid these difficulties, positivists have attempted

some generalizations of their language by an enlargement

of the basis.  Instead of the impressions of one man, they

have considered the impressions of l iv ing beings in general

as the basis.  Such an expansion, however,  contradicts the

epistemological intentions of positivism which were to

construct the world on the basis of one's own psychical

experience; i f  th is domain is once passed, there is no reason

"  \Ye ma) '  add that s imi lar  examples might be constructed for events s i tuated

before our l i fet ime, wi th the di f ference, however,  that  in th is case the problem

of act ion is not so direct ly concerned.
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to stop just with the impressions of other people and to
exclude other things. I should say that speakingof the inde-
pendent existence of a table or of a stone seems much more
permissible than speakingof the impressions of other people.
Moreover, the expansion described does not suffice to solve
all difficulties. There remain similar difficulties for events
situated before the origin or after the expiration of man-
kind. 's

Another expansion would be the introduction of a mixed
basis. The basis determined by the impressions of our life-
time is defined by the postulate of physical possibility, i.e.,
by restricting meaning to impressions, the occurrence of
which is ph1'5is2lly possible. We might enlarge this basis
by deviating from this postulate to a certain extent, ad-
rrritting logically possible impressions situated at any time
or any place in the world. In thus extending the domain of
possible impressions throughout time and space positivists
trsually refuse to countenance expansions brought about
by physical changes of the human body. It cannot be
called logically impossible that the human body should
bccome as small as an atom, or as large as the planetary
system; the usual positivistic objections against the direct
rrreaning of sentences about the elementary pafticles of
rnatter refer therefore to physical possibility and not to
Iogical possibility. But, if the case of logical possibility is
once admitted for the spatiotemporal extension of the
linguistic basis, it might be admitted as well for other
cxtensions. It is true that we cannot forbid anybody to
cxclude the latter expansion and yet admit the formerl we
cannot see, however, much cogency in the construction of
strch a mixed basis. The arbitrary character of its limits
lrccomes evident in some of its consequences: sentences

' r ' l 'h is has been emphasized, wi th good reason, by C. I .  Lewis,  "Exper ience
n rrtl M c ani r'g," P hi I o s op hi c a I Reoi eu, XLIII (1934), 125.
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about events after our death are admitted as meaningful;
sentences about the atom are prohibited, or reduced to
sentences about macroscopic bodies. In spite of such
scarcely justifiable qualities, this seems to be the basis
which implicitly underlies most of the positivistic the-
ories.'4

It might be proposed to admit logical possibility to its
full extent: to introduce a basis encompassing all kinds of
logically possible impressions, including those which would
occur with changes in the human body. This, we might
suppose, would be the widest possible basis; with it we
would presuppose nothing but the logical necessity of an
impression basis-for that there is such a basis of impres-
sions, that knowledge is conferred upon us through the
medium of impressions, seems to be logically necessary.
Or can we imagine that we may on some occasion get out of
our private world?

This question, I think, is not to be answered in the
negative-at least if the term "my own experience" is to
have a meaning different from the purely logical term
"basis of inferences." That there is such a private world is
not a logical necessity but a matter of fact only, caused by
the physiological organization of the human body. That I
have to speak of my impressions, that I am separated from
the impressions of other people, is by no means logically
necessary. It is a matter of fact in the same sense as the
people of the cubical world are bound to the interior of their
cubical world. I could imagine other worlds in which im-
pressions are not always bound together to the bundle
"I"-worlds in which perhaps sometimes the ego splits
into two egos which afterward unite again (cf. $ 28). I can
by no means maintain, with certainty, that all future expe-

'r The refusal to admit physical changes of the human body finds its expres-
sion in Mach's struggle against atomism (cf. $ 25).
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rience will be of the same kind as present experience, will
consist of colored figures and loud tones and resisting
tactile sensations. This world may change in a way which
we cannot imagine. Thus the statement) "Knowledge is
bound to impressions as basic factsr" is not absolutely
certain.

trt follows that the basis of all logically possible "impres-
sions" is not the widest basis possible and would involve
some restrictions; it seems, we must add, that a widest
basis cannot be properly defined at all. To say, "All infer-
ences about external things must start from elements of
such and such kind" will never be permissible because we
cannot define this "kind" in such a way that human beings
rre necessarily restricted to elements of the type described
in order to have a basis of knowledge. Thus truth meaning
will always lead to a restricted language, given any basis
whatever.

The way to keep free from restrictions is pointed out by
probability meaning: probability meaning, applied to any
basis whatever, leads to an unrestricted language. This, it
seems to me, is a decisive argument for preferring proba-
bility meaning. We may begin with a rather small domain
of basic elements and construct upon it statements con-
cerning elements of another domain without being obliged
to borrow their meaning from statements about the basic
rkrrnain. Thus probability meaning leads to the realistic
Irrrrguage of actual sciencel we start from the rather small
rlornain of our own observations and construct the whole
world upon it. The positivistic postulate that the meaning
of statements about this wider world is to be interpreted
in terms of statements about the basic domain turns out to
lrc not an obvious principle but the product of too narrow
l conception of scientific language. This ambitious postu-
l;rtc is to be logically qualified as a proposal for a certain
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restricted language; there is, however, no reason for us to
accept a proposal which involves the renunciation of a
great deal of human knowledge Our situation with regard
to external things is not essentially different from that of
the inhabitants of the cubical world with respect to the
birds outside: imagine the surface surrounding that world
to contract until it surrounds only our own body, until it
finally, with some geometrical deformations, becomes iden-
tical with the surface of our body-we arrive, then, at the
actual conditions for the construction of human knowl-
edge, all our information about the world being bound to
the traces which causal processes project from external
things to the surface of our body. We may therefore apply
the analysis of the cubical-world model to the case of the
relation between impressions and external things. What
was shown for the cubical world is that only physical truth
meaning binds us to the domain 1 of given facts; if we
accept physical probability meaning, we may pass beyond
the domain .f even if all observable facts are restricted to it.
The same is valid for the relation of impressions to external
things. Only if we confine ourselves to physical truth
meaning are our sentences bound to impressions alone.
If we accept physical probability meaning, we are not
bound to this domain; our statements may pass beyond it
and refer to external things. This is what the logical sign-
post states; we do not forbid anyone to decide for the
definition of meaning he likes-but if he decides for truth
meaning, such as do the positivists, we do not admit that
he substantiates his 6lecision by saying that a statement
about external things, as distinct fi'om statements about
impressions, cannot be conceived as meaningful. The
equivalence is valid only for his definition of meaning;
there is another definition of'meaning, however, based on
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the probability concept, which may differentiate between
statements about external things and statements about
impressions, even though it is not physically possible to
extend the domain of observable facts beyond the domain
of impressions.

A critical survey of the problem of impressions and
external things therefore leads us to a confirmation of our
refusal to accept the positivistic doctrine. The theory of
the equivalence of statements about impressions and state-
ments about external things originates from a too narrow
conception of meaning; we are not restricted to this con-
ception-and actual language has never been limited to
such a narrow precept.

It may be proposed to formulate the relation of the positivistic to
the realistic language in the following way. Since impressions furnish
only probabilities for external events, a statement equivalent to a state-
ment about impressions would be a statement concerning a probability
of external events. If we introduce'the name of statements of the
cecond level for statements of the latter type, we may say that the
impression language is equiv4lent to the second-level language of
rcience. This would be a far-reaching change in the intent of positivism,
eince with this idea the existence of an independent realistic language
not equivalent to the impression language is admitted. We might, in-
dced, agree with such a conception; we must add, however, that it can
bc carried through only in the sbnsp of an approximation. There is,
first, the difficulty that statements about impressions only imply prob-
nbility statements about things but are not equivalent to such state-
ments; the construction of the .whole equivalent class of impressions
would lead to difficulties similar to those described for the originaf
positivistic conception. Second, the secondlevel language is, strictly
tpeaking, not a two-valued language but once more a probability lan-
guage, only of a higher level (cf. our criticism of impression statements
in the following chapter and our remark on weights of higher levels in
$ 43), The interpretation indicated is, however, likely to be the best
interpretation of positivism we can haie: in the first approximation
positivism is considered as equivalent to the language of science; in the
recond approximation positivism is considered as equivalent to the
rccondlevel language of science. The second approximation is much
nrore exact than the first.
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$ tS. tUe functional conception of meaning

If we now summarize the results of the present chapter,
we find that it is the neglect of the probability character
of the relations between impressions and external things
which constitutes the fault of the postivistic construction
of the world. The true-false conception of knowledge is
valid only in the sense of an approximation; it must be
applied, therefore, under careful control, and the conse-
quences to which it leads must be interpreted in full con-
sciousness of the merely approximative character of the
presuppositions. Positivism, therefore, if it is to be con-
sidered as a permissible conception of the world, must be
conceived as an approximation; only in this sense may it
become of scientific value.

In this sense it is indeed frequently used and with suc-
cess. If a new scientific theory is started, we imagine a set
of impressions which if observed would make the theory
highly probable; we say, then, that we understand the
theory. If its truth is in question, we imagine another set
of impressions which if observed would make the theory
highly improbable; we say, then, that we understand how a
refutation of the theory would run. The positivistic meth-
od thus provides us with a good intuitive representation of
the theory; but it does no more.

In this process of making a theory intuitively clear it
may also be permissible to supersede the postulate of physi-
cal possibility and to introduce imagined impressions
which are logically possible only. If this expansion is not
always consistently car;ied through, if some logical possi-
bilities are admitted and others rejected, we shall not op-
pose such a mixed basis; it may ev€n be advisable to re-
frain from drawing too narrow limits. We read Gulliver's
voyage to the Lill iputians and picture with pleasure im-
pressions we should have in this miniature country, al-
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though it is not physically possible to go there. Reading
Einstein's theories, we imagine a man who sets his watch
right by the arrival of light rays with a super-astronomic
precision; although this is not physically possible, it may
be a good representation of Einstein's definition of simul-
taneity. We fancy rotating atoms and jumping electrons
as though we could see them with a microscope, and that
may be a good help for understanding Bohr's theories.
The physicists have shown that we must be very careful
in such constructions, that some of the tacitly assumed
conditions of our macroscopic world are no longer valid
for sub-microscopic dimensions; but in picturing a world
which is constructed half by the postulates of physical
laws, half by suppositions extending beyond physics, we
may understand some essential features of the world which
had previously escaped our notice and advance toward an
intuitive understanding of theories which would otherwise
remain in the mists of abstraction.

We must not forget, however, that the set of impressions
fancied is not equivalent to the intension of the theory in
quest ion. Assuming this is ' just the i l legi t imate conse-
quence to which the neglect of the probability character
of knowledge leads. It means disregarding the fact that
:very describable set of impressions, if observed, furnishes
probability only for physical statements. It means over-
straining the bearing of approximative concepts and de-
ducing from them consequences for which the limits of the
approximation do not hold. It means restricting one's self
to an intuitive representation-the occurrence of some
determinate impressions-instead of exhausting the mean-
ing of the whole sentence. It is not, as positivists pretend,
the only admissible conception of meaning but an over-
simplified theory of meaning.

The origin of this theory of meaning, it seems to me, is
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to be found in the idea that the meaningof a sentence is
something which may be pointed out, which may be seen
and known. This "something" is constructed by positiv-
ism in the set of impressions belonging to the sentence.
What we obtain in this way, however, are only images,
associated representations. It is a psychological concep-
tion of meaning which positivism maintains-based, how-
ever, on some metaphysical remainders taken over from
traditional philosophy-from a substantial conception of
meaning. It is this deep-rooted misconception from which
the positivistic theory of meaning originates.

The meaning of a proposition is not "something"-there
is no question at all of the formr"Whar is the meaning?"
A proposition has meaning-that is, a proposition has cer-
tain qualities; but it does not have a co-ordinated some-
thing which is the meaning. We had better say: a proposi-
tion is signifcant-the substantival term, "has meaningr"
is always to be understood in the sense of the adjectival
term "is significant." This corresponds to our usage of
words in the two principles of the theory of meaning which
define not the use of the term "meaning" but that of the
term "has meaning." The first denotes under what condi-
tions a proposition has meaning, the second denotes under
what conditions two propositions have the same meaning;
this is all we need-we need not know what the meaning is.

To understand a proposition is the desire of every good-
intentioned scholar, and it appears perhaps a heartless radi-
calism if we maintain that there is no understanding in the
sense of "knowing the intension." What we call under-
standing, however, idr nothing but producing associated
images, representing some effects connected with the sen-
tence, forming an intuitive representation. We do not in-
tend to forbid this, certainly. We are convinced that this
is a very good and fertile way of working in science, that
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. intuitive images may make thinking distinct and creative,
that it is perhaps just these associations to which is due the
intense joy combined with all productive and reproductive
scientific thinking. What we object to, however, is the
identification of the associated images with the meaning of
the propositions, and the substitution of an intuitive rep-
resentation for the full and complete intension. In other
words, we refuse to deduce the meaning of meaning from
psychological processes.

Thinking works in a tunnel; we do not see intensions,
contents. Propositions are tools with which we operate;
all we can demand is to be able to manipulate these tools.
The darkness of the tunnel may be lighted by the search-
lights of intuitive images fitfully appearing and wandering.
Let us not confound blurred images with the full class of
operations for which the tools are good.

Reference to impressions is permissible in the sense of an
intuitive representation-if we accept this, however, we
may accept other representations as well. The realistic
conception of the world possesses images of this kind as
well as the positivistic conception; and I do not see any
reason why these conceptiops should not be permissible in
the same sense as positivistic images. Positivists have at-
tacked realism in pretending that it is meaningless to
imagine external things which we do not observe, and then
have insisted that the only permissible interpretation of
propositions about external things is to realize the impres-
sions we should have when the things were observed. This,
it seems to me, is the attack of one metaphysician against
anotherl it cannot be the task of scientific philosophy to
decide for one side in this struggle. An unprejudiced anal-
ysis of scientific propositions shows that the positions of
positivism and realism are both rooted in the psychological
sphere and that the concept of meaning should be freed
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from all such psychological components if it is tocorrespond
to the practice of thinking.

Meaning is a function of propositions; it is that function
which is expressed in their usefulness as instruments for our
actions upon the world. Meaning is not a substantial
something attached to a proposition, like "ideas" or "im-
pressionsr" but a quality; the physical things called "ty.-

bols" have a certain function as to operations on all other
things-this function is called meaning. It is this function-
al conception of meaning only which opens the field for the
introduction of the concept of probability into the theory
of meaning. Probability meaning, as we defined it, must
be considered within the framework of this functional
theory. It seems to me that only this combination with the
probability theory can provide the functional theory of
meaning with the tools necessary for a satisfactory theory
of scientific propositions, a theory adapted to the actual
procedure of science. This is what is shown by the analysis
of the relations between impressions and the external
world.

AN

CHAPTER III

INQUIRY CONCERNING IMPRESSIONS


